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IN THE BEGINNING 

 

Chapter One to Chapter Ten 

With the help of the mysterious Mr. Shama, 8 year old explorer and treasure hunter 

Keegan Clarke finds the mystery cave and meets Greanwold the Minosaur who rescues 

him from the evil Draegon, Moa Constructor. Along the way, Keegan has a run-in with 

the town bad guy Reywal DeKoorc and his robotic assistant Datslob. 

 

Chapter Eleven to Chapter Nineteen 

Keegan introduces Greanwold to his sister Jackie and her friend Lisa. Greanwold 

explains where he comes from and how he and the other Minosaurs arrived on Earth. 

Reywal meets Moa Constructor and forms an alliance making plans to dominate Earth. 

 

Chapter Twenty to Chapter Twenty-Eight 

Greanwold’s six Minosaur friends find themselves lost in their new habitat. Greanwold is 

introduced to Cody, Keegan’s brother and his friend Parker. Mr. Shama, who is 

something more than a store owner, manages to rescue the six Minosaurs from the 

clutches of Reywal. The kids make plans to help Greanwold find his friends. 

 

Chapter Twenty-Nine to Chapter Thirty-Two 

The kids ask Mr. Shama for help not knowing he has rescued the Minosaurs. Reywal 

double crosses Moa Constructor and learns a valuable lesson. The Minosaurs learn 

about an earthly delight - pizza but then five are snared by Reywal. Mr. Shama takes 

the kids to confront Reywal at his headquarters, the spooky haunted house.  

 

Chapter Thirty-Three to Chapter Forty-Four 

Reywal ends up capturing five Minosaurs and plans to deliver them to Moa Constructor 

for financial gain. Mr. Shama has plans to derail Reywal’s plot. The kids manage to 

evade Mr. Shama’s plans to keep them safe. They and Greanwold make their way back 

to the mystery cave in time to help Mr. Shama in a final confrontation with Reywal and 

Moa Constructor. 
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CHAPTER ONE  
 

 

Keegan Clarke stared with morbid fascination at the worm sliming its way across his 

leg. He dared not move as he felt, more than knew, the evil Reywal De Koorc and his 

robotic assistant Datslob were not too far behind him. His features were bathed in a 

greenish light and he tore his glance away from the worm and stared at a huge slab of 

smooth rock in front of him; a stone disc imbedded in its centre. Recessed into the disc 

was a handprint.  Keegan looked closely at the handprint and then inspected his own 

hand.  

“That’s weird,” he thought to himself. “The handprint looks the same size as my 

hand. Cool but weird.”   

A stone rattled in the distance, kicked by an unseen foot. He heard the murmur of 

voices echoing off the cave walls and hunkered further down behind the big rock. 

Looking right and left and back to the disc, Keegan reached out and tentatively placed 

his hand in the handprint. Nothing happened. He jiggled his hand in the handprint and 

felt a slight tingling sensation. He jerked back as a loud musical chord rang out inside 

his head and the disc slowly rose up from the rock and the handprint changed into a 

diamond shape.  

Uh Oh!”  Keegan, squinting his eyes looked at the disc with a mixture of curiosity 

and apprehension.  

Through narrowed eyes he studied the diamond appearance in the disc. Suddenly, 

the disc began glowing. Keegan jerked back again. Magically, twelve round crystal-

looking objects rose up out of the disc, each with a different color. Six glowed with a 

pale warmth.  Hieroglyphic-type markings, lines and geometric patterns appeared and 

connected all the crystals to the center slot.  Keegan reached out and tentatively 

touched one of the glowing crystals. An eerie musical chord echoed inside his head and 

he instantly pulled his hand away but the chord continued. He put his hands over his 

ears but the sound inside his head remained. 
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“Hey, hey. Stop that. That’s too creepy. Oops,” he quickly clapped his hand over his 

mouth. “Keep your voice down Keegan,” he thought. “Somebody else is here and I 

bet it’s that weird Reywal creep.” 

He wriggled backwards, away from the stone disc but one by one, the six glowing 

crystals began to glow brighter. With the brightening of each crystal, the eerie musical 

chord inside his head climbed another octave. Finally when the six crystals appeared 

fully illuminated, Keegan noticed a dark green radiance shining through the fabric of his 

backpack that he had removed and placed on a nearby rock. He looked in slack-jawed 

amazement at the glow from the pocket in his backpack.   

“Holy cow. This is too awesome,” he murmured quietly. 

Overcome with curiosity, he carefully opened the backpack’s pocket flap and 

gingerly touched the glowing stone.  After making sure it wasn’t too hot or too cold, he 

picked it up and held it out at arm’s length. He then noticed hieroglyphic markings had 

appeared on the stone disc and it had changed shape. It too began to glow in a random 

sequence and lines of light pulsed toward the recess in the stone. As the lights began to 

throb rhythmically, the stone in Keegan's hand gave off a steady light-sequence and 

within a split second, the six glowing crystals and the hieroglyphics all began throbbing 

at the same rate.  Keegan looked at the hexagonal hole in the centre of the disc then 

looked at the stone in his hand.  

“Hmmmm,” he thought.   

The outline of the hole seemed to match the green glowing stone perfectly. 

 “Okay. I can take a hint; but I don't know if I can take what's coming after,” he said 

under his breath.  

Shielding his eyes from the light with one hand, he reached out and slotted the 

green stone into the hole. The musical chord echoing inside his head rose to a beautiful 

crescendo and suddenly the six glowing crystals and the green centre one exploded out 

of each position with a musical sound. As they flew through the air, one by one they 

morphed into small, multi-colored dragon-like creatures. One, a little larger than the 

others was bright green. Once apparently fully formed, they immediately soared to the 

cave roof and executed an aerobatic formation of wild precision flying.  Then with a 

chorus of excited squeals they streaked in the direction of the cave entrance with the 
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green creature bringing up the rear.  The little green creature glanced down at Keegan 

as he passed by. Keegan lay motionless, flat on his back with his eyes wide open. As 

he stared upward he was unaware that a fissure had opened up in the cavern wall 

behind him. Shafts of lurid red light began to shine through the fissure and then, very 

slowly, a large scaly leg reached out towards Keegan.  Keegan watched open mouthed 

as the small green creature suddenly stopped in midair and then flew directly down 

towards him. If he had looked behind, he would have seen a long jagged foot with a 

long lethal-looking claw reaching out to snag the strap on his backpack. Keegan was 

suddenly jerked backwards.  

“Hey. What the...”  

At the same moment, the strange green creature flew directly at Keegan, grabbed 

his shirt at the shoulders with two paws and lifted him in the air. A brief tug of war 

ensued. Then, without warning, the straps on Keegan’s backpack broke and it was 

pulled back towards the opening. Keegan and his rescuer flew the other way, up toward 

the cave roof with Keegan wind-milling his arms and wishing he had chosen an 

occupation other than treasure hunting for his summer vacation.  

*** 

Halfway along from the cave entrance, a tall skinny man in a black hat and a black 

oilskin coat, Reywal De Koorc, and a robotic looking teenager, Datslob his assistant, 

were gingerly making their way when a flight of multi-hued creatures flew at them out of 

the dark and bowled them over on their backsides as they flew towards the cave 

entrance. As he lay flat on his back, Datslob covered his head with his arms.  

“AAARRRGH! Bats! You promised me no more bats. 

“AAAAARRRRRRGGGGGGGH.” 

“Oh goodness sakes. Be quiet you big baby. Anyone would think that…yikes!”  

Reywal was just getting to his feet and dusting himself off with an annoyed look on 

his face when he glanced up and was bowled over yet again as Keegan zoomed by in 

full flight, carried by his rescuer. Flat on their backs, Reywal and Datslob watched 

Keegan and the green creature fly in the direction of the cave entrance and then they 

both sat up with alarmed looks on their faces when a thunderous voice boomed from 

below. 
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“RETURN NOW!  THE KRYSTILS BELONG TO ME! THEY ARE MY PRECIOUS 

JEWELS!”  

Cupping a hand to an ear, Reywal turned to Datslob. 

“JEWELS? JEWELS?   Did you hear that, Datslob?  I do believe we are on the right 

track!  Gadzooks, look!”   

The arch-criminal pointed downward toward the reddish glow.  

“Yes indeed, the right track. Great!”  

Datslob peered skeptically in the direction Reywal pointed and muttered under his 

breath,  

“I just hope the light isn’t a runaway train.” 

 

CHAPTER TWO 
   

Earlier that day, Keegan Clarke stood aside the crossbar of his well used mountain 

bike at the crest of the  road at the top of Old Tom’s Hill that led straight down into the 

main street of the small seaside town of Ocean Park. The look on his face was grim as 

he cinched up his chinstrap. His long blonde hair stuck out at all angles from under his 

helmet. He had blue eyes and an infectious grin and was wearing an old sun bleached 

T-shirt, baggy shorts and runners with no socks. Leaning over the handlebars, he stared 

down the steep hill that fell away before him. He checked his watch.  

“Okay, this is it,” he muttered under his breath.   

Releasing his brakes, he pedaled fiercely and then let the momentum carry him off 

down the hill. He glanced up from his head-down position over the handlebars and saw 

the town loom closer – much closer and very, very quickly. In fact–too quickly. He was 

sure he was close to the speed of sound. His eyes were watering. As he sped down the 

last part of the hill and entered the main street he glanced at his watch and then lifted 

one hand into the air, pumped once and let out an exhilarating whoop. 

“WHOOOPEEEEEEEE!”  

There was a startled look on the faces of several townsfolk as they jumped out of 

the way.  Dogs ran for cover and cats scurried up trees for safety.  Keegan sped 
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through Main Street and headed right for the front door of the General Store, halfway 

down the street. Both his hands pumped the brake handles with no noticeable effect. 

Keegan glanced up to see the doors of the store rushing towards him – far too quickly 

but it was too late.  

“UUUUUUH! OOOOOOOOH NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!”  

Inside the store, Mr. Shama, the wise and mysterious proprietor leaned over the 

counter reading his morning paper. A kindly looking man with a soft voice, longish gray 

hair and bright laughter-filled eyes, he was a favorite in town with both adults and 

children alike.  His old time shop was a general store with a curious selection of strange 

bits and pieces from horseshoes to big old saw blades as well as old fashioned candy 

jars, gardening tools and agricultural implements displayed side by side with I-pods, 

TV’s and computer games.  In one corner was an old fashioned soda fountain.  

“He sure likes to keep a lot of old junk in there, believe me,” Keegan’s dad said 

though he still liked browsing through the “old junk” as much as Keegan did.   

When Mr. Shama heard Keegan’s hollering, he smiled to himself and murmured.  

“Ah yes – school, is obviously out.”  

Mr. Shama left his paper and walked casually over to the main door at the front of 

the store. He stood to one side, grasping the big old brass doorknob in his hand. He 

began to count down. “Five...four...three...two...one”  

On “one”, he pulled open the door and Keegan exploded through the doorway in a 

cloud of dust.  His bike seemed to leap through the door and then slid along the old 

wooden floor with Keegan hanging on for dear life. Keegan and his bike came to rest 

against the back wall of the store. A display of plastic spray bottles tumbled all around 

him.  As the dust settled, Keegan looked up from under his bike helmet and grinned an 

embarrassed grin at the storekeeper. Keegan’s knapsack had burst open on the floor 

beside him.  A loop of rope, a water bottle, some climbing equipment and a rolled up 

map lay scattered about.  Keegan shook himself and struggled to his feet, attempting to 

straighten his bike helmet that had slipped forward over his eyes. 

“Hi Mr. Shama! I need a new compass, a snorkel, some gum, a magnifying glass, 

a… “  
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“Whoa there, Keegan Clarke!” Mr. Shama interrupted sternly. “Slow down there. 

What you really need is a new set of brakes for that bike of yours young man ... and 

tighter straps on your helmet.”  

He reached out and pulled Keegan’s helmet up from over his eyes.  

“You will seriously wipe out my store one of these days young Clarke.”  

Keegan smiled disarmingly at the old storekeeper. 

“Gee, I’m sorry Mr. Shama. I just wanted to beat my time down Old Tom’s Hill. I 

didn’t realize my brakes were so bad.” 

He bent down and put his scattered belongings back in his backpack.  

“I have a lot of exploring to do this summer Mr. Shama,” he said earnestly. “So, I’m 

going to need a lot of stuff.”  

“Well, slow down just the same Master Keegan or else you’ll be spending your 

summer exploring the hospital!”  

Keegan grinned mischievously. 

“Okay Mr. Shama, I’ll try and stay under warp speed.”  

Mr. Shama attempted to look stern but couldn’t hide a faint grin.  

“Ahem,” he said with a straight face. “Yes.  Now what can my humble store supply 

the great treasure hunter with this time? You do have credit for the cleanup work you 

did for me after that big rainstorm. Now don’t forget,” he said, eyes twinkling and 

waggling a finger at Keegan. “I get 25% of whatever treasure you find. Deal?”  

Keegan looked at him seriously. “Yes Sir Mr. Shama. I haven’t forgotten. We have a 

deal. Twenty five percent of all treasure!” 

*** 

“Treasure?  Did I hear the word treasure?” The words were whispered in a creepy 

voice by a tall strange looking man dressed in a long oilskin coat. He had a black broad-

brimmed hat placed at a sinister angle on a thin head that sported a well trimmed beard 

and mustache. He wore a long oilskin coat and tall boots and he peered around the 

open doorway of the store in a sneaky manner. Reywal De Koorc did a swift double 

take and then peered back around the door. A recent resident in town, he had 

purchased the old Play-land on the outskirts of Ocean Park and converted the deserted 

haunted house it into a rather mysterious and spooky residence. Considered to be quite 
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weird, bad tempered and eccentric by those few towns’s people who had met him, he 

and a somewhat stranger companion kept to themselves except for an occasional 

excursion into town to buy supplies.  

*** 

Inside the store and unaware he was being spied on, Keegan unrolled the map from 

his backpack on the general store’s dusty countertop. He and Mr. Shama scrutinized it 

with great interest. Keegan stabbed his finger at several points on the map. 

“So you see, this year I’m going to find treasure for sure!”  

Mr. Shama looked at the map and smiled.  

“Ah yes, so I see Keegan. You’ve put a lot more X’s on the map than you did last 

year.”  

Mr. Shama tapped a finger against his head. 

“Smart thinking, but…” Mr. Shama looked around and then leaned conspiratorially 

closer to Keegan. “…you know something, Keegan?”   

“What Mr. Shama?”   

Mr. Shama pulled a black grease pen from his pocket and made a large X at a point 

on the map where the cliffs met the shoreline.  

“I have a feeling, in fact I know, if you start just about here…”  

Keegan looked at the mark in awe.  

“You think there is some really cool treasure there Mr. Shama?”  

Mr. Shama nodded his head seriously.   

“Yes I do. Now, I have something special for you Master Keegan that may come in 

very handy in your adventures this summer.”  

Mr. Shama glanced around and ensuring there were no customers entering the 

store, took a small glossy black box from his coat pocket. He opened the lid on the box 

and removed a bright green stone that he handed to Keegan. The stone appeared to 

shimmer in the dusty light of the store. Keegan examined it with interest as he moved 

the stone around in his hands. It felt warm to the touch and a light seemed to glow from 

inside the stone. Keegan looked up at Mr. Shama who was studying his reaction to the 

stone with interest.   

“Is this a lucky stone?”  
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Mr. Shama nodded wisely. “Yes, you could say that Keegan, you could say that. 

Yes, really.”  

Cupping his hand to his mouth he said to Keegan in a conspiratorial tone.  

“This is our secret. Take great care of the stone Keegan. In fact, place it safely into 

the bottom of your backpack.”  

He watched as Keegan tucked the stone away in one of the pockets of his 

backpack and nodded wisely. “Well done, now let me get you your gum… oh, and the 

other important supplies every great treasure hunter requires. And, maybe you have 

time for a complimentary soda or slurpee or whatever is you young people call it these 

days.”  

Mr. Shama walked over to his beloved 1950’s soda foundation shaking his head 

sadly. 

 

 

CHAPTER THREE  

 

Reywal again peered cautiously around the doorway of the general store. He stroked 

his chin thoughtfully and then turned to speak to Datslob, his companion, who at first 

glance appeared to be a strange looking teenager. However, closer examination 

revealed a mixture of state of the art robot and a 21st century teen. He wore a silver 

earring in one ear and an oversized Justin Beiber t-shirt with a large yellow woolen 

toque on his head. He had headphones attached to a Music-Pak and was bobbing his 

head around to the music.  

“Did you hear that, Datslob?  Treasure! Very interesting; yes very interesting 

indeed.”  

Datslob stared blankly up at Reywal.  Reywal grabbed the right headphone and 

allowed it to snap back against Datslob’s head.  

“Woooohoooo. Cool feedback man,” said Datslob looking momentarily startled as 

he removed his toque revealing a crop of blond artificial hair. He rubbed the side of his 

head and grinned up at Reywal.  

“Do that again Reywal dude!  That was awesome.”  
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Reywal reached down and clicked off Datslob’s Music-Pak. 

“Listen you delinquent little robot. I am not dude. I am Mr. Reywal to you–or master. 

I rue the day I let you talk me into signing onto that robot bill of rights.”  

He sighed. “If it weren’t for that I would have melted you down into a set of hubcaps 

by now.” He bent down and hissed in Datslob’s ear. “Pay attention.”   

Reywal looked furtively about and leaned closer to Datslob. “Treasure is about to be 

discovered, and I, Reywal the greatest…”  

Datslob interrupted with a yawn. “Yeah, yeah…the greatest criminal genius in the 

entire world.  “Yeah, yeah, I know.” 

Reywal snapped Datslob’s other headphone. 

“Don’t interrupt you pile of discarded tin cans.” 

At that moment Keegan burst out of Mr. Shama’s store with his bike. He ran full tilt 

into Reywal and the pair of them spilled out onto the street.  Keegan leapt to his feet 

and apologized hastily.  “Oops! Sorry mister! Are you okay?”  

Reywal slowly stood up and dusted himself off with a momentary look of irritation on 

his face. As Keegan picked up his bike, he stepped in front of him and instantly 

assumed an oily smile. A black gloved hand held onto the handlebars of Keegan’s bike 

as Keegan straddled the cross bar and attempted to ride off. 

“Allow me to introduce myself young man.  My card.”  

Reywal reached into his coat pocket with his free hand and pulled out a large card 

that he presented to Keegan with a theatrical flourish.  

Keegan peered at the card and read out loudly. “YOU ARE ORDERED TO 

APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT TO ANSWER THE CHARGE OF PARKING IN A 

HANDICAPPED ZONE”. Keegan handed the card back and squinted up at Reywal.  

“Parking in handicapped parking,” he said.  “What a creep! Bye.”  

Reywal, confused, peered closely at the card, snorted crossly and dug into another 

pocket. Still holding onto the handlebar of Keegan’s bike he produced another card that 

he stuck under Keegan’s nose with an even greater flourish.  

“Oh, crimminy blast! Here! I, Reywal De Koorc, specialize in the recovery of certain 

lost items.” He leaned down to Keegan conspiratorially and spoke from behind the back 

of his hand.  
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“Such as, oh let’s see, treasure. Yes, treasure. It says so on my card. See! Perhaps 

a young adventurer such as yourself could use the assistance of I, Reywal, the 

greatest…”  

Datslob interrupted.  “…crim…”  

Reywal quickly placed a hand over Datslob’s mouth before he could finish.  

“As I was saying before I was rudely interrupted; the greatest treasure hunter in all 

of …well…” He placed a thumb and forefinger under his chin and looked thoughtful.  

“…all of everywhere really.  Now I’m sure if I could examine your map.”  

Reywal reached for the map poking out of Keegan’s backpack.  As he extended his 

hand a larger hand descended on Reywal’s shoulder. Reywal looked at the hand on his 

shoulder and then allowed his gaze to follow up the equally large arm to the big beefy 

face of Officer Mackintosh, the town policeman.  

“Is that your–ahem–automobile sir?” asked the policeman. He gestured at a 1950’s 

looking bright red convertible parked in the handicapped parking space outside Mr. 

Shama’s store. The vehicle was a streamlined contraption, low to the ground with large 

tailfins and many antennas. It was painted bright red with the words “De Koorc Secret 

Treasure Hunters Ltd” painted boldly on the doors. Reywal turned to Officer Mackintosh 

with a look of irritation. 

“If you mean the fastest, most fuel efficient vehicle on earth, then yes it is mine,” 

Reywal said indignantly.  

Officer Mackintosh pulled a well-worn ticket-book from his pocket and licked the 

point of a pencil before he began to write.  

“Fast, fuel efficient and illegally parked.  I’m going to have to give you a ticket.  Can 

I see your driver’s license please?”  

Keegan spotted his chance to make a timely exit. 

“I’ve gotta go!  Bye Officer Mackintosh!”  

He leapt on his bike and pedaled swiftly away as Reywal fumed at the police officer 

who was reading the details of his license in a loud voice.  

“Reywal Marion De Koorc…” 

Reywal, embarrassed, looked about to see if anyone was in earshot.   
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“Yes, yes, yes. We don’t have to bother with details. Just write the crimminy blast 

ticket.” 

*** 

Mr. Shama peered out the window of his store with a thoughtful look on his face as 

Reywal snatched the proffered ticket from the hand of Office Mackintosh and stomped 

angrily off towards his car. Slamming the driver’s door shut, he settled into the driver’s 

seat, muttering under his breath. As Datslob dropped into the passenger seat, Reywal 

handed him the parking ticket. 

“Here you little metal cretin. Stop smirking and file this.”  

Datslob opened the glove box and stuffed the parking ticket in with many other 

tickets. He glanced over at Reywal and grinned.  

“What are you going to do when the glove box is full?  

As Reywal placed a set of old fashioned flying goggles and a leather-flying helmet 

on his head, he smirked. “I’ll use one of my other cars.”    

With no reaction from Datslob, he cinched up his chinstrap and snapped.  

“Anyway, stop wasting time with stupid questions. We have to hurry!  That little brat 

is probably digging up gold right now as we speak!”   

He issued starting instructions in the manner of an airline pilot to Datslob.  

“Sequence aft thrusters!”  

Datslob flicked a switch.  The engine whirred impressively.   

“Check,” said Datslob.  

“Magneto-charger to full power!” called out Reywal over an increasingly powerful 

whine. “Cheeeeck,” repeated Datslob in a bored voice.  

The whining noise increased to a powerful pitch as Reywal pulled a lever.  

“Initiate drive mode!”  

Datslob pushed a button. The engine noise increased to a crescendo and then 

slowly spluttered into silence. Reywal glowered at Datslob who looked back with an 

indignant expression on his face.  

“Hey. I didn’t do nothin!  Honest Marion!” protested Datslob 

Reywal went red in the face.  

“Arggghhh! Don’t call me Marion you little robotic junk heap.”   
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He released his seat belt and climbed out of the car and walked to the front and 

lifted the hood.  Peering at the engine, he reached in and jiggled a few wires and 

muttered under his breath and then impatiently slammed the hood down.   

“Datslob, get out of the car. If we hurry, we can get the Number Six bus to the 

beach after I call the tow truck to get have this pile of junk towed back home.”  

Reywal pulled a cell phone from his pocket and dialed in a number. He imperiously 

gave instructions to have the car towed and one of his spare cars towed to the parking 

lot at Ocean Beach Park.  

He giggled quietly to himself.  “Heh, heh. It should be ready to haul home a load of 

treasure found by that bratty Keegan Clarke and delivered into the hands of the rightful 

owner, I the great Reywal De Koorc.”  

As Reywal and Datslob entered the Number Six bus, Reywal pulled a purse from 

inside his coat and dropped some coins onto the driver’s outstretched hand.  

“One adult and one child my good man,” he said disdainfully.  

The driver looked Datslob up and down suspiciously. “He doesn’t look like a child to 

me.”  

Reywal looked at Datslob ominously. “Well, I can assure you sir. He has the mind of 

a child.” 

 

 

 CHAPTER FOUR  

 

At Ocean Park beach, Keegan stood at the base of the cliffs that framed the 

beach.  A craggy outcrop of rock jutted into the sea and low lying cliffs rose up from the 

edge of the beach.  Keegan consulted his map and scratched his head. The sun was 

setting but he figured he still had an hour or so before he had to get home for supper. 

He glanced to his left and his right.  

“Thirty paces to the north Mr. Shama said and then ten paces this way.”   

Keegan walked along the sand with the map held out in front of him and counted his 

steps. “Twenty seven…twenty eight…and left at the old pier stump.  

One…two…three…” 
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He shrugged out of his backpack and placed it on an old log. The wind had begun 

to stiffen and the map fluttered in his hand. He studied the map briefly and then rolled it 

up and placed it carefully back in his backpack. Using a piece of driftwood, he marked 

an X in the sand and then pulled a folding shovel from his backpack and started digging.   

“Well, here goes nothing,” he muttered as sand flew from his shovel. 

*** 

From the top of the cliff, Reywal peered down through the bushes at Keegan below.   

“Splendid!  We’ll let the little cycling maniac do the digging, and then we’ll do the 

snatching!  Hand me my spy glasses Datslob.”  

Datslob lifted his T-shirt, pressed a button on his chest and two small doors swung 

apart, revealing a well stacked miniature tool chest. Datslob pressed another button and 

a pair of hi-tech looking binoculars sprung out. He handed them to Reywal. Reywal held 

them up to his eyes and pressed a button.  A tiny parabolic dish popped up and began 

to turn accompanied by a low electronic whirr. Reywal pressed another button and a 

digital read-out flashed on the perimeter of the image.  It read:  SEARCH PROXIMITY 

INDICATOR. A grid pattern appeared over the image and lines began to glow and 

converge as the binoculars zoomed in on the hole Keegan was digging. Reywal nudged 

Datslob in the ribs.  

“Soon, I, Reywal...” Reywal gloated. “… will be not just the greatest criminal mind in 

the entire world, but the richest crim...well you know the rest.”  

Datslob rolled his eyes as Reywal tracked Keegan through his electronic glasses.  

“All riiiight!” he muttered under his breath.  

He lowered the glasses. Then with a look of irritation peered into the large end with 

a puzzled look on his face.   

“Criminy buckets. What now?”  

He opened up a lid on his glasses and took out a battery. A label on the battery 

stated “Cheepio Battery.” Reywal turned to Datslob  

“Dangady dang! Remind me not to buy those cheap batteries again Datslob.”   

He paused, peering down at the beach. “Now do you realize what this technical 

malfeas…malfas…uh messup means?”   

Datslob grimaced. “No, but I have a feeling you’re going to tell me.”  
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“It means my little scrap heap that I, Reywal, the greatest criminal mind in the 

universe am going to have to go down there and possibly…get wet! Dingaty dangaty 

blast!” 

*** 

On the beach, Keegan had dug himself waist-deep into the soft beach. Sand 

sprayed upward and over the edge of the hole as he dug. Throwing the shovel out of the 

hole, he fell to his knees as he exposed a glassy black stone knob. He brushed the 

sand from it with his hand and examined it closely.  

“Hhhhm. This looks kind of promising,” he said out loud. 

He gripped the knob and tried to lift it up. “Unnnhhh!  Whatever it is, it’s heavy!”  

As Keegan strained from his effort, a growl of thunder echoed in the distance. He 

glanced up and noticed the darkening sky. The wind had increased and the clouds were 

now black and fast moving.  Keegan grasped the shiny black knob and heaved and 

strained. To his annoyance, the knob refused to move.  

“One more try then I’ve gotta go,” he muttered as he studied the vaguely crystalline 

knob of rock. And then “Whooo, what is that?”  

On closer examination he noticed there was the form of a handprint on the knob. He 

studied it more closely and brushed away some loose sand.  

“Hmmm, maybe if I turn it.” 

He wrapped his fingers around the knob and twisted it with both hands.  Sweat 

trickled down his forehead with the effort, but the knob slowly yielded. As it began to 

turn, an ominous throb filled the air.  The rock underneath began to glow faintly with a 

dark luminescence.  Suddenly there was a flash of lightning and thunder crashed 

overhead. Keegan studied the sky for a minute with a grimace on his face. He hesitated 

momentarily and then bent down and grasped the knob with both hands and twisted 

with all his might.  

“Just...a...little...more,” he grunted, his face red from the exertion.  

Unexpectedly, the knob began rotating in Keegan’s hand and he lost his grip. 

Keegan jerked up out of the hole and landed flat on his back in the sand.  A loud 

grinding sound was heard.  Keegan looked at the cliff face in front of him and watched 
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stunned as a large hole slowly opened.   He raised himself up on his elbows and 

gasped.  

“Oh, cool. Mr. Shama must be related to…” Keegan thought for a second. “Yeah, 

that Star Wars guy…, Obi One Knobe or something.” 

He picked himself up and watched as the hole in the cliff parted to reveal a cave 

entrance.  A faint glow shimmered from the tunnel’s entrance.  Behind Keegan, a large 

wave swept up the beach and as the water broke around his ankles, he cautiously 

approached the mouth of the cave with a look on his face a mixture of curiosity and 

anxiety.  A long passageway sloped downward.  A dim light could be seen coming from 

a bend in the cave tunnel.  Keegan stood uncertainly on the threshold, his urge to 

explore being challenged by the howling of the wind as it seemed to wail and scream 

directly into the cavernous depths.  

He said out loud.  “In the movies, this is the part where the audience screams–don’t 

go down there!  It’s gonna getcha! Then the dumb guy goes in anyway and gets eaten 

by some kind of slime beast with...” 

At that moment, a huge wave came crashing up the beach. It picked Keegan up and 

sent him flying into the cave.  

“AAAAHHHH!” Keegan’s yell echoed from the cave mouth only to be lost in the 

increasing sound of the wind. 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE  
 

 

“Cody, can you turn that music down and tell Keegan, Jackie and your mother that 

supper is ready please?”  

Mr. Clarke, Keegan’s father and Cody, his 13 year old brother had made supper 

back at Keegan’s house and Keegan’s parents and siblings were getting ready to eat.  

Cody wore baggy surfer pants and a tank top and boogied to rap music from an IPod as 

Mr. Clarke stirred a big pot of spaghetti. On the adjacent burner, a saucepan of sauce 

bubbled away. Cody leaned out the kitchen door and bellowed at the top of his voice.  
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“KEEEEGGGAAAN! JACKIEEE! MOMMMM!  SUPPER’S READY!”  

Mr. Clarke winced and put his hands to his ears. “Cody, I could have done that 

myself! Go and tell them.” 

At that moment Jackie, Keegan’s eleven year-old sister burst into the room. She 

was wearing a baseball cap back to front, a Seattle Seahawks T-shirt and track pants. 

She had red hair, freckles and an infectious grin. In a flash she sat at the table.  

“I thought you said it was ready Toady,” she grinned at her brother.  

Cody removed his ear buds and patted his father on the shoulder. “Feed her Dad 

before she starts eating the furniture.”  

Mr. Clarke slid a plate of spaghetti and sauce in front of Jackie and said. “Just wait 

for your mother.”  

As Jackie wound the spaghetti around her fork, Mrs. Clarke entered the kitchen and 

sat at the table.  

“Where’s Keegan?” she asked no one in particular in a resigned tone of voice.  

Cody placed a plate in front of his mother and then counted off on his fingers in a 

mildly sarcastic voice. 

“Uhhh...let me see now. Could he be searching for treasure...?  Just like he does 

every summer or he could be finding stray animals, or he could be building a fort ... no. 

Hold on. He did say he might go over to Parker’s place. Maybe he stopped by to check 

out Parker’s new wheels.” 

At that moment there was a knock at the back door. The door opened and Parker 

walked in. He was a tall, black 13 year old. Like Cody, he was dressed in baggy shorts. 

He wore a NY Knicks T-shirt and was wearing Nike sandals.  

“Nope. Alternative suggestion required Cody dude!”  

“Oh hi, Parker,” greeted Mrs. Clarke. “So you haven’t seen him either?”  

Parker shook his head. “My optical visionaries have not scoped the subject in 

question Mrs. Clarke.”  

“I guess that means you haven’t seen him Parker?” said Mr. Clarke. “Well, if he’s 

not home in five minutes I’ll call Mr. Shama. He seems to spend most of his time at his 

store.”   
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Parker grinned. “How about…if he’s not home in five minutes can I eat his 

spaghetti?”  

“If he’s not home within the next five minutes you can have his spaghetti and desert 

Parker and he can go to bed on an empty stomach,” Mr. Clarke responded. 

“Well, I hope he’s not in any trouble,” Mrs. Clarke said to her husband. “You 

remember the last time he went missing. He climbed that big tree at Jones meadow and 

got stuck. We didn’t find him until well after dark.”  

Cody between mouthfuls of spaghetti said. “You have to admit guys. It’s difficult to 

get into trouble in Ocean Park.”  

 

 

 CHAPTER SIX  
 

Keegan slid and tumbled down the sloping passageway on a foamy cascade of 

seawater. “AAAARRRGGGHHHH!” he shouted as he shot down the cave tunnel into an 

enormous cavern and landed with a splash in a shallow pool.  Keegan’s yell echoed off 

the rock walls and he was suddenly left in utter silence.  He looked around at the 

stalactites and sinister-looking rock formations.  In the gloom, weird shadows formed on 

the walls about him.  Water droplets plinked and plonked into unseen pools.  Keegan 

remained stock-still and flicked his eyes from side to side. He began to talk reassuringly, 

but unconvincingly, to himself. 

“Okay, Okay.  You’re stuck in a cave, you’re soaking wet, you’re late for supper and 

no-one knows where you are,” Keegan gulped. “That’s the down side. And the upside? 

Well, at least there’s no spiders.”  

At that moment a large spidery shadow appeared on the cave wall.  Keegan’s eyes 

widened as he reacted to the sight of his personal phobia.  He rapidly back-crawled out 

of the pool away from the approaching beast. 

“Argh! Just what I need.”  

Just as the enormous spider appeared as if it was about to lunge at him, Keegan 

glanced over his shoulder to see the giant spider-shadow was actually cast by a back-lit 
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small crab that was skittering along the edge of a rock behind him.  He sagged with 

relief. That was when he noticed the glow that cast the shadow in the first place.  

“Light?  Where do you find light in a cave?  Usually at the mouth of the cave! Will I 

take a look? Yes. No. Maybe. Well, I’m here now and I’m sure Mr. Shama wouldn’t get 

me involved in anything dangerous. Would he?”   

He rose and cautiously made his way toward the light, squelching through shallow 

pools of water in his soggy runners. 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN  
 

 

Back at the Clarke house, Mr. Clarke spoke on the phone to Mr. Shama. “Thanks 

Mr. Shama, so he was in your store getting some exploring equipment and was heading 

off to the beach. Thanks for your help.”   

Mr. Clarke hung up and turned to Jackie. “Okay Jackie, you’ve finished supper. Go 

over to the beach and tell your bothersome brother to come home for his supper if he 

doesn’t want to go to bed on an empty stomach.”  

Cody rose from his chair. “I’ll come with you Jack’s.”  

“Uh uh Cody,” Mr. Clarke wagged a finger. “Your turn to clean up so jump to it.” 

Parker stood up rubbing his stomach. “That was the best spag Clarke folks,” He 

turned to Jackie. “I’ll trip with you to look for the little dude Jack’s.”  

Jackie and Parker left through the back door. A few seconds later, Parker peeked 

his head back around the kitchen door.  

“Say Mr. Clarke, can we take your truck?”  

Mr. Clarke glanced up. “Parker, you’re thirteen years old!” 

Parker raised his eyebrows and pointed a single digit at Mr. Clarke and smiled. “And 

your point is?”  

Mr. Clarke laughed. “Parker, you can’t wait to get behind the wheel of a car can 

you?” 

Parker grinned. “Hey Mr. C. I’ve driven my uncle’s truck at his farm now for three 

years. I’m a cool driver. Bye.”  
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CHAPTER EIGHT  

 

 

The wind was gusting with the threat of an imminent storm as Reywal and Datslob 

stared with apprehension into the open cave.  Reywal’s greed was revving up and he 

rubbed his hands together gleefully. 

“A cave!  A secret cave!  The knap-sacked nincompoop has led me to the mother 

lode!  Riches will be mine...hehehe!”  

Datslob discreetly coughed for attention. Reywal glanced at him 

“...I mean ours...mine and a bit for you, hehehe!”  

“How can you be sure there’s treasure?” asked Datslob skeptically.  

Reywal glanced at the robot disdainfully.  

“Listen to me, my metallic little junk pile associate!  One day, you should read a 

book such as Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. Where there are caves there is always 

treasure; large quantities of treasure! It’s in the Criminals Guide to Treasure Hunting 

which you would know if you read something other than magazines about teeny bopper 

singers.”   

“Oh yeah? Well, not always,” Datslob protested. “The last cave you brought us to 

had large quantities of vampire bats...”  Datslob paused “...with large quantities of 

teeth.”  

Reywal rolled his eyes. “Yes, yes, yes.  But that was then, and this is...! Criminy 

jack-rabbits, what’s that?”  

Reywal went into a crouch and peered anxiously into the darkness. As his 

exclamation echoed down the tunnel, an ominous hum began echoing from the cave 

depths.  Reywal’s enthusiasm instantly evaporated. He peered apprehensively into the 

tunnel entrance and then turned to his assistant.  

 “Look my little iron friend, I think you should go first. Check out how everything 

looks and sort of get the hang of things...you, ahem, are my apprentice after all. Get 

some practical experience....You know the type of thing dear boy?”  
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Datslob looked suspiciously up at Reywal. “I don’t think so.”  

Reywal glared at Datslob with narrowed eyes. “Alright, alright you miserable little 

android. Follow me.”  

The pair gingerly entered the tunnel as Datslob waved a finger at Reywal. “Just one 

vampire bat, just one, and I quit...!”  

“Once again you little tin can,” Reywal snarled. “One; vampire bats do not attack 

scrap metal and two; you cannot quit! You are not a person!” 

Stomping off in to the gloom, Reywal failed to see Datslob thumbing his nose in his 

direction. 

   

CHAPTER NINE  
 

 

Jackie and Parker skidded their bikes to a halt on the trail overlooking the beach. 

Parker cupped his hands to his mouth and yelled. “KEEEGGGAAAANNNNN!”  

They looked around and listened.  A large gust of wind swirled sand and leaves 

around them and whipped the trees overhanging the beach. Parker pointed to the tire 

marks in the trail leading through the sand. 

“Check it out.  Mr. Shama was right. Keegan headed straight for the beach.”  

“So?  They’re just bike tracks. They could be anyone’s,” said Jackie. 

In a Sherlock Holmes type voice Parker pointed to the tire tracks.  

“Keegan tracks, my dear Jack’s. Note the inversed duplex-grid pattern of his new 

tires purchased for his birthday just a week ago.”  

“All I see are tire tracks,” Jackie replied.  

“You may see simple tire tracks my dear Jackie, but I...” Parker’s eyes followed the 

tread marks through the dunes. “...can see exactly where they’re headed.  Let’s go!”  

Jackie and Parker streaked off down to the beach on their bikes into the gathering 

storm. They followed the bike tread marks down to the higher water mark where they 

found Keegan’s bike locked securely to a large piece of driftwood. Leading from the bike 

in the direction of the main beach were footprints. Parker and Jackie dropped their bikes 
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and followed the footprints down to the high-water mark where they ended,  washed 

away by the large wave that had swept Keegan into the cave. Jackie and Parker both 

stared at the abrupt end of the footprints and looked at each other.  

“Uh oh,” they both said simultaneously.   

Several large waves rolled up the beach and they quickly backed tracked to their 

bikes, away from the threatening seas. 

 Jackie looked worried.  “Parker, I think we had better go and get my folks.”  

“I won’t argue with you on that subject Jack’s,” said Parker. Both kids leapt on their 

bikes and pedaled away from the beach in the gathering dusk. 

   

CHAPTER TEN  
 

 

The brief storm had stopped.  It was now dusk with a full moon that shone brightly 

on Keegan and his rescuer as they came flying out of the cave mouth and streaked 

skyward.  As they climbed higher and higher Keegan looked down at the lights of the 

tiny town of Ocean Park off in the distance. He gulped and said in a squeaky voice. “No-

one’s gonna believe this...uh oh.”  

Suddenly, Keegan’s strange rescuer let go of his shirt.  

“Bye now!” he said in an oddly musical voice.  

Keegan began to plummet towards the sea far below.  

“HEY! AAAAAHHHHHHHHH!” he yelled out and waved his arms frantically.  

His rescuer flew away completely unperturbed, then paused in mid-flight, scratched 

his head and scanned the night sky.  

“Which way did they go now?”  

Unable to see any of his multi-colored companions, he glanced back briefly and saw 

Keegan plunging towards the ocean below.  He quickly zoomed after him and as 

Keegan’s rapid descent continued. The little green creature struck a sitting pose with a 

hand under his chin keeping pace with Keegan. He asked Keegan conversationally.  

“What are your name?” 
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“K..K..K..K..Keegan”  

“Hellody.  How do you do!  I’m Greanwold,” He paused. “Why are you not flying, 

K..K..K..K..Keegan?”  

Keegan shook his head. “You swim,  ..K..K..K..Keegan?”  

Keegan nodded at his strange companion. “Why?”   

“Why?” Greanwold pointed down. “Water.”  

Keegan glanced down in time to see the ocean rush up to meet him.  He entered 

the water feet first and immediately sank like a stone.  Greanwold hovered above the 

water waiting for Keegan to reappear. When it became apparent he was not surfacing, 

he muttered to himself.    

“I think K..K..K..K..Keegan not a flier and…not a swimmer.”  

A strange shimmering  glow then encompassed him and he quickly morphed into a 

large pelican. The pelican rose in the air and then dived into the sea. It located Keegan 

struggling under the water, grabbed his shirt collar in his large beak and then made for 

the surface. Flapping his wings furiously, the pelican carried the sodden Keegan aloft. 

He hovered momentarily, searching for a landing place to lay Keegan down.  He spotted 

a patch of grass, swooped down and set a groggy Keegan down by a park bench.  

Instantly the pelican morphed back into Greanwold and plonked himself down beside 

Keegan and took in a large breath of air.   

“Pheeew. You are a heavy wet thing.”  

He looked around and saw the rooftops of the town of Ocean Park in the distance 

and sniffed the air appreciatively.  

“Hmmm!  Food!  Long time, no food! What place is this?”  

At that moment, a car engine could be heard drawing closer as Keegan regained 

consciousness. He struggled up on one elbow and looked bleary eyed at his new 

companion.  

“Greanwold? Pelican? What? Is, is, is...”  

Greanwold waved at Keegan and said in his musical voice.  

“Uh oh. Got to get going. Bye!”  

He squeezed his eyes tightly and as Keegan looked on in astonishment as his new 

found friend began to shimmer and then morphed into a slightly greenish replica of 
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Keegan’s backpack; a very wet backpack. Two bright blue eyes appeared momentarily 

on the main flap and just as quickly vanished as a flashlight beam shone on Keegan.   

“Keegan!  Keegan! Is that you?”  

Keegan lay on his back and stared up at the darkening sky. 

“Treasure…colored…dragons….eagles….Reywal…flying… Greanwold saved me.” 

Mr. Clarke knelt down at his son’s side closely followed by Parker and Jackie.  

“Yeah, yeah, son. Of course he did. Now just stay put ‘til the ambulance comes. 

We’re taking you to emergency. That was a weird but thankfully short storm.” 

*** 

In Ocean Park’s small but efficient hospital, Keegan lay on his back in his hospital 

bed looking only slightly the worst for wear.  A doctor had just left and next thing the 

door was flung open and Cody burst through followed by Jackie, Lisa, Mr. and Mrs. 

Clarke and Parker. Cody rushed over and mussed his young brother’s hair.  

“I heard they’re gonna ammmpuuutaaate!” 

“Cody!  Don’t tease your brother like that. Be nice,” Mrs. Clarke admonished.   

“How are feeling Keegan? asked Mr. Clarke.  

“I just feel tired Dad.  I think I’m okay to go home now.” 

 “Breakfast in bed, TV all day, and you wanna vacate the premises!!  Sheesh!  You 

musta really banged your brainus panus dude!” Parker exclaimed.  

“Keegan. It’s just for tonight.  The doctor just wants to make sure you’re okay.”  

Mr. Clarke paused. “What happened to you out there Keegan?”  

Keegan looked over at a coat rack to see his backpack hanging with his jacket.  

Suddenly his backpack winked at him.  Keegan managed to conceal his surprise. 

“Ah, well I was exploring along the beach dad, and this huge wave swept over me. 

But…” Keegan paused. “….can we talk about it later, Dad? I’m really tired.”   

Keegan looked up at his father not wanting to fib and hoping his father would not 

follow the same line of questioning later.  

“Okay son. We can talk about it later,” said Mrs. Clarke. “But, you gave us a bad 

scare. In the future, you have to tell us when you are going to the beach. Not ride off all 

over the countryside without us knowing where you are.”  
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Keegan, suitably chastised nodded at his mother and father. At that moment, a 

nurse entered the room.   

“I’m sorry Mr. and Mrs. Clarke but the doctor wants Keegan to get some rest. Well 

keep him overnight for observation and all going well, he can go home tomorrow 

morning.”  

Mrs. Clarke lifted Keegan’s backpack from the hook on the door.  

“I’ll take this home Keegan and dry it and bring it back tomorrow with some dry 

clothes.” Raising himself from the bed quickly Keegan said.  “No, no mom. I need it.”  

“Don’t be silly honey,” his mother replied. ”It’s all wet. Now we have to go before the 

nurse chases us out.”    

Mrs. Clarke kissed Keegan on his forehead and his father ruffled his hair then they 

all chorused goodbye to Keegan as they trooped out the door under the stern gaze of 

the nurse. In the parking lot, Mrs. Clarke opened the car trunk, dropped the backpack 

inside and closed the lid as the others got into the car. As they drove off into the night, 

the trunk lid opened slightly revealing a dull glow through the opening. As the lid opened 

further, two large blue eyes peeked from the trunk gap. The trunk lid slowly opened 

some more and then Greanwold clambered out. He sat momentarily on the edge of the 

trunk enjoying the view of the road rushing under his feet and then launched himself into 

the air and flew up into the night sky. 

 

CHAPTER ELEVEN  
 

 

Lying in his hospital bed, Keegan quickly sat up at the sound of a rustling noise at 

the window. He called out in hushed voice. “Who’s there?”  

An odd sounding voice came from the direction of the window.  

“Grrrnnnnghhh!”  

Keegan climbed out of bed and walked cautiously over to the window.  

“Who’s there?” he asked again in a loud whisper.  

The voice replied. “Get open the window!”  
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Keegan pulled the blind aside quickly revealing the window open about three inches 

at the bottom and Greanwold struggling to open it from the outside. A huge grin lit up 

Keegan’s face as he grabbed the bottom of the window frame and tried to lift the 

window. On the other side of the glass, Greanwold stopped and held up a hand. He 

began to shimmer and swiftly morphed into a snake that slithered quickly through the 

narrow gap between the window and ledge and dropped to the floor. Keegan leapt back 

in alarm. 

“Oh boy!!”  

The snake immediately began to shimmer and morphed back into Greanwold. 

Keegan’s jaw dropped.  

“Oh wow! You’re a transforming dragon!!”  

At the sound of the word dragon, a look of irritation crossed Greanwold’s face. He 

crossed his arms and looked sternly at Keegan.  

He replied indignantly. “Dragon?  Dragon?”  There was a pause.  “Listen kid. 

Greanwold is no scaly-skinned smoke mouth!  Greanwold is a Minosaur! The smartest, 

and possibly the cutest, Minosaur in Nogardland!”  

Keegan backed up and sat on the bed.  

“Minosaur?  Nogardland?  What’s that!!  Where do you come from? What are you 

doing here?” Greanwold rested his chin on his thumb and forefinger and studied 

Keegan.  

“Okay. You seem to be trustworthy for a human thing I suppose?” 

“Yeah! I’m a human but I’m not a thing! I’m a boy,” Keegan said indignantly.  

Greanwold waved his hands impatiently and made a shushing sound at Keegan. 

He did a couple of back flips and bounced onto the end of Keegan’s bed.   

“I will show you all about Minosaurs and Greanwold. But first I have to focus on 

understanding this funny language you speak. Very ugly language.”  

Greanwold closed his eyes and grimaced before Keegan could respond.  He 

appeared to go into a deep trance for several minutes and Keegan stared at him with 

growing anxiety as the minutes passed. Greanwold finally opened his eyes and gave a 

huge sigh.   

Keegan said.  “You freaked me out. I thought you were unconscious or something.”  
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“No, I was learning your language; this one language you call English but I see you 

have many languages on Earth. Very strange. Very confusing.”  

“What do you mean you just learned my language?”  

Greanwold sighed. “Don’t humans know anything?”  

He flopped onto Keegan’s bed.  

“When you and I first came into contact in the cave, the only English I knew was the 

English you knew …”  

“You read my mind?” Keegan interrupted, his eyes goggling. “Wow.”  

Greanwold frowned. “No, I did not read your mind, excuse me.  Minosaurs are not 

permitted to read minds. I only looked into your mind for what you spoke and took from 

that enough to communicate with you. After all, you could not communicate with me in 

my language, could you?”  

Keegan was still attempting to absorb all the information from his new-found friend 

and could only nod his head in response.  

Greanwold continued. “Minosaur language is based on music and I see on earth 

you have much music, some good some bad and some very, very bad,” He paused, 

gathering his thoughts. “Very bad. Anyway, now I understand your language and I see 

you are only average in language skills.” 

“Hey, hold on. I’m only a kid,” Keegan protested. “I’m only in grade four. I’m not a 

university graduate you know.”  

Greanwold chuckled at Keegan’s protest and said. “I’m only teasing you 

K..K..K..K..Keegan. Now, be quiet. You asked me about Nogardland and I’m about to 

show you.”  

Greanwold squinted and frowned in concentration. When he opened his eyes, a pair 

of beams of light projected from his gaze and a hologram appeared to float in the air. It 

depicted a beautiful landscape with strange trees and vegetation and Minosaurs of 

every shape and size in flight everywhere.  Greanwold gave a monotone commentary 

as the images unfolded.  

“Minosaur society is as old as time. But during time, there has been great tragedies 

and social disruption in the Minosaur society. The most precious possession and oldest 

artifact is the Great Harmonic. It is the centre of Minosaur music and civilization. All 
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through time, the Great Harmonic restored the Minosaurs and healed society wounds. 

Six times, Minosaur society declined and restored because thirteen Minosaurs entered 

Great Harmonic and then became released according to a prophecy. Legend though 

told of one day that Minosaurs would disappear for a long time except for thirteen 

special Minosaurs.”  

“Why thirteen Minosaurs?” Keegan interrupted. “Thirteen is an unlucky number for 

us.”  

“Hah!” Greanwold said as he wagged a finger at Keegan. “That shows how much 

you humans know. We believe thirteen is a lucky number. Now stop interrupting. It’s 

very rude.”  

Greanwold continued. “Minosaur society would end one day. Nobody believed that 

because we were all so happy. Plus, there were so many Minosaurs. Food was 

abundant and there was so much music, so much fun. Great Harmonic sent out 

soothing waves of sound when things sometimes got unpleasant for whatever reason. 

The Great Harmonic always used for good but ….”  

“What’s a Great Harmonic?” interrupted Keegan again, unable to help himself. 

“Boy oh boy! You are one interrupting kid you know that? Just be quiet and listen to 

your elders. Don’t you know manners?”  

Keegan jumped to his feet. “What do you mean elders? You’re smaller than I am.”  

Greanwold frowned. “Oh yeah? Well how old are you?”  

Keegan hesitated. “I’m ... let me think. Yeah I’m eight now but I’ll be nine in three 

months, two weeks and six days.”   

Greanwold jumped off Keegan’s bed and did two back flips. He then bounced up 

and down and waved his arms. “Wow, wow, wow. Eight years old. Do you know how old 

I am K..K..K..K.. Keegan?  

Keegan shook his head.  

“I am 500,000 of your years old,” said Greanwold, his face stuck aggressively in 

Keegan’s face.  

Keegan leaned back looking suitably impressed.  

“Now, stop disrupting. For your information, the Great Harmonic if it is in evil hands 

has also great power of destruction, especially if the thirteen Minosaurs are locked in as 
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Krystils. Krystils are Minosaurs in state of suspended animation.  In such a manner, it 

creates great power.  But always, Minosaurs were Keepers of the Great Harmonic. A 

long, long time ago, there was a wise old Minosaur Xenxywold who legend said told a 

story of the Great Harmonic with thirteen Minosaurs ending up on place called Earth, 

and being found by a young human. And, Moa Constructor would have a battle with a 

mysterious old human. Nobody knew what humans were of course. No one knew about 

Earth. But one day there was huge explosion in the sky. Then, dark shadows of giant 

wings swept over the landscape and huge, menacing, Draegons appeared. We heard of 

Draegons but never saw them as they existed in different dimension. Now, the 

dimension wall was gone and the Minosaurs were chased and killed by many, many 

Draegons.”  

In the hologram, a particularly fearsome Draegon blew smoke and flame and 

Keegan drew back, startled as Greanwold continued.  

“This is the Moa Constructor. His one desire is to own the Great Harmonic and use 

it for evil purpose. He knows that it has a great power and can bring all of the universe 

under his power.” In the hologram, the Moa Constructor towered over a small circular 

radiance.   

“This radiance you see is an inter-dimensional portal in time.” continued Greanwold.  

A larger Minosaur flew at the Moa Constructors head and he lifted a large scaly paw 

and dashed it to the ground. With his attention distracted, the thirteen young Minosaurs 

joined wings and flew in a circle into the portal carrying the Great Harmonic with them.   

“The inter-dimensional portal leads to early earth, the only Gateway, but thirteen 

brave young Minosaurs managed to close it behind them”    

Keegan stared at Greanwold with a gaping mouth.  

“That is so cool. Who’s the bigger Minosaur that the Draegon killed?”   

Greanwold looked at Keegan with a sad smile and dropped his head.  

“That was my mother,” he said sadly. “I will never see her again.”   

Keegan looked horrified. In the hologram, the portal had opened in the face of a 

large rock and the Minosaurs entered the portal through to the Earth-side.  Moa 

Constructor’s scaly claw reached through the hole after them but was foiled by 

Greanwold who morphed into the jaws of a great big steel trap and sank his iron teeth 
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into the Draegons arm.  The arm retreated through the opening with a great roaring 

scream and all the Minosaurs immediately transformed into Krystils and imbedded 

themselves into the Great Harmonic which in turn became imbedded in the large rock, 

safely out of reach of the Moa Constructor. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER TWELVE  

 

Back in the cave, Reywal sat on a rock, his legs crossed. He spoke to the Moa 

Constructor who was not visible through the opening in the rock. The Moa Constructor 

had provided Reywal his version of events as they occurred in Nogardland many eons 

ago.  

“...and if those missing Minosaurs could be recaptured I could widen this portal and 

the world would know the POWER OF THE MOA CONSTRUCTOR!”  

Reywal leaned forward with a smug look on his face.   

“I would love to help, but, I would like to know the financial worth of Moa Constructor 

before I, Reywal make any commitments. Do you have any financial information at 

hand?”  

Moa Constructor replied in a huge demonic voice.  “Help me open this portal and I 

will reward you with wealth beyond your imagination!”   

Reywal leaned forward, dollar signs in his eyes. “Wealth beyond imagination! Well 

why didn’t you say so! Actually that’s my favorite kind of wealth. Yes, definitely my kind 

of wealth! Allow me to present my card.” 

Reywal reached into his pocket and absent-mindedly took out a card and presented 

it to Moa Constructor to read. The card was withdrawn back through the glowing fissure 

by the claw. There was a moment of silence.  

“You park in handicapped zones?” said the Moa Constructor’s  in an admiring tone. 

“Well, you are truly evil.”  

Reywal grabbed the card back and thrust it angrily back in his pocket  
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“Crimminy dickens! No, I was framed. Ahem, yes, framed,” he said as he held up a 

business card.  

“Here, Mr. Moa Constructor or ...may I call you Mr. Moa?  How may I be of help?” 

There was a pause and the Moa Constructor answered. “Well, you can help me with 

one thing immediately. That rock you are sitting on has some special meaning for me. 

Can you please move it over here?”  

Reywal stood up from the rock that unbeknown to him, contained the Great 

Harmonic. With Datslob’s help, they pushed and pulled it towards the fissure the Moa 

Constructors voice came from. A scaly claw extended from the fissure as Reywal and 

Datslob moved the rock closer. They jerked back in alarm as a claw extended, wrapped 

around the rock and dragged it into the fissure.   

“Thank you Mr. Reywal,” said the Moa Constructor in a satisfied voice. “This could 

be the start of a beautiful friendship! Now listen closely. This is what we must do.” 

 

 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN  

 

Keegan sat hugging his knees on the bed in the hospital.  Greanwold looked sad as he 

hovered about. 

“So you have no idea where the other Minosaurs went or where they would go?” 

asked Keegan. Greanwold continued to hover. 

 “Minosaurs go wherever there is fun but there is no fun for them so I don’t know 

where they would go. Greanwold is all alone. The big problem for my friends is; they are 

young. They cannot change shape yet. I am supposed to be protecting them.” 

 Keegan leaned back on his pillow. “Well, I wouldn’t say alone exactly, besides, your 

friends are out there somewhere and, there’s a whole lot of fun to be had right here in 

Ocean Park if you had the right kind of friends.”  

Greanwold flew down so he is looked directly into in Keegan’s eyes. “K K K K 

Keegan is a friend?” 
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“Of course I’m a friend,” Keegan replied. “But,” he paused. “Let me get you straight 

on my name. It’s not K..K..K..K.. Keegan. It’s just ...” Keegan paused for effect. 

“…Keegan.”  

Greanwold hovered in front of Keegan and nodded wisely. “Okay Just Keegan.”  

Keegan sighed deeply. “Let me do this slowly. My name is just ... Keegan.”  

Greanwold nodded his head wisely. “It is Just Keegan. Not KKKK? Strange.”   

He paused and looked at Keegan with a grave look. “A very dull name. Can I call 

you Keeganwold? It’s a great honor you know.”  

“Exactly.  No, no, no.  Just Keegan. Oh boy, let’s not go there again. Whatever. 

Now when I introduce you to Parker and Jackie and Cody and Lisa you’ll have made 

plenty more friends!  Let’s shake!” Keegan extended his hand, but Greanwold just sat 

there and shook.   

Keegan laughed. “No, Not like that; like this!” 

Keegan gripped Greanwold’s paw and they shook hands.  Keegan looked at his 

new friend and grinned. “Something tells me this is going to be the beginning of a great 

summer ... but …” he looked thoughtful.  “…I gotta tell my brother and sister about you 

somehow without them freaking out.”  

Keegan looked serious for a minute and then smiled at Greanwold. Greanwold let 

out a yelp of joy. They stared at each other for a minute and then both burst out 

laughing. 

 

  

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
 

Mr. Shama stared intently at the futuristic looking video monitor.  The image on the 

monitor showed Keegan and Greanwold laughing in the hospital room.  Mr. Shama 

smiled a secret smile and rubbed his hands as he viewed the scene.  

“Hah! Hah. Yes, yes indeed,” he murmured to himself.  

Then he frowned as he played with the controls on the screen.  
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“Now we have solved one problem; extracting Greanwold from the cave. But…only 

six Minosaurs and Greanwold escaped. Why is that?”   

He stroked his chin thoughtfully as he leaned back in his chair and spoke out loud.   

“Why didn’t all the Minosaurs get free and bring the Great Harmonic with them?  

And with those sonic waves emanating from the portal, I cannot view anything past the 

cave entrance. What will I do?”  

He drummed his fingers on the table. As the old man sat back and continued to 

stare at the monitor, he pushed his slightly long hair back to reveal one pointed ear that 

bore a resemblance to the small horns that each Minosaur sported in place of ears. Mr. 

Shama clicked a knob and Reywal and Datslob appeared on the screen, leaving the 

cave entrance. He observed Reywal deep in thought as the two left the cave entrance 

and walked over to Reywal’s car. As they reached the car, Mr. Shama saw Reywal do a 

double take and snatch up a parking ticket tucked under one of the car wiper blades. He 

smiled as Reywal looked at the ticket and then looked up at a signpost with the legend. 

LOADING ZONE. PARKING LIMIT – 10 MINUTES. Reywal looked up the sky, then 

threw the ticket on the ground and jumped up and down on it.  

“ARRRGGGHHHH!. That stupid driver. Look where he left my car,” he yelled in 

frustration.  

Datslob looked up at him and shook his head as Reywal added grimly. “Remind me 

to get my money back, dadblame it.” 

 

 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
 

Six Minosaurs flew in formation at almost breakneck speed to the edge of Jones 

Forest after their escape from the cave. They reached the shelter of the trees and 

abruptly their speed changed down and they all gathered around the base of a large 

tree in the middle of the forest, hovering and looking nervously around.  A faint buzzing 

sound, almost like a beehive at work came from the Minosaur wings.  
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Leesawold glanced around. “What place in this where we are?”  

Lyewold replied. “Don’t know. Doesn’t look like Nogardland to me.”  

Leesawold looked at Lyewold scornfully. “Course it not Nogardland you ninny. This 

place is where we have not been before.”   

“Leesawold, you call me a ninny again and I back-flip you to the ground,” Lyewold 

retorted angrily.  

Ozwold, the only Minosaur wearing a hat interjected in what sounded like a broad 

sounding Australian-like accent. 

“Oh here we go already. Five hundred thousand earth years in Great Harmonic and 

you two fight already.”  

The fourth Minosaur, Texewold interrupted. “Now lookee here Minosaurs. We have 

to pull together. We have to know where we are, what world we’se in and what time 

we’se in; isn’t that right Qoorkeelawold?” 

“Yes, I agree with Texewold. Stop all of you before I get mad. Now where is 

Greanwold? Why didn’t he follow us? And, where are six other Minosaurs?”  

Qoorkeelawold counted on her fingers. “1,2,3,4,5,6. There are only six of us.”  

Texewold looked off into the distance. “Greanwold he left behind when that creature 

who freed us got in trouble and other six Minosaurs not escape.”  

“Well, how in the Draegons name will Greanwold find us and how do we get Great 

Harmonic?” asked Leesawold.  

Lyewold gave a shiver.   

P-eyewold said. “Don’t mention Draegon. Makes me think of that awful Moa 

Constructor. Yuck! More important; we have to find Greanwold and find why other 

Minosaurs still in Great Harmonic.”  

 

 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

 

Keegan returned home the next afternoon from his night in the hospital. In his room, 

he lay back on his bed looking up at Greanwold who stood on the ceiling, head pointing 
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down, gazing down at him. Keegan’s room was a typical kid’s room. Amongst the 

various posters on the walls, was a large poster of an owl. One of Keegan’s prized 

possessions, an old grandfather clock, stood in a corner.  

“How do you do that? How can you stand on the roof?” asked Keegan. “I wish you 

would get into a more normal position.”  

Greanwold obliged and casually floated down from the ceiling, still upside down and 

parked his nose an inch away from Keegan’s, his wings a blur.  

“How is that Just Keegan? Are you happy with that position?”  

He squinted closely at Keegan, nose to nose. “How do you know what normal is 

Just Keegan. I think you are not a normal. You cannot fly. You cannot stand on roof 

upside down; you cannot change into other things. You are not even a color. Just...”   he 

paused for a moment. “…white!”  

Greanwold did a back flip and as sparkles floated around him, he morphed into a 

grandfather clock. The clock immediately began a deep chiming sound. A chuckle 

merged from the clock.  The clock spoke in the sound of Greanwold’s voice.  

“Time for eating Just Keegan.”  

“Greanwold, you are a hoot. I get your point,” laughed Keegan.  

The clock immediately changed into a large gray owl that flew to the ceiling and 

stood upside down. The owl wagged its wings. 

“I’m giving you a hoot Just Keegan.” 

At that moment there was a knock on the door and Mrs. Clarke poked her head 

around the door. “All decent in here?”   

Keegan leapt off the bed in alarm and waved his arms at Greanwold, now an owl 

sitting upside down on the ceiling and looking down at Keegan’s mother as she entered 

the room with a glass of milk and some freshly baked cookies.  

“Hi honey, I’ve got some milk and cookies for you. How are you feeling?”   

She crossed the room and placed the milk and cookies on Keegan’s bedside table.  

“You are supposed to be in bed young man. Why are you waving your arms and 

jumping around like that?”  

“Yes mom. I’m fine. Thanks for the cookies. Uh, I think I just need some rest okay.”   

Keegan dragged his gaze away from the upside down owl. 
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Mrs. Clarke walked over to the window and opened the blinds as Keegan climbed 

back in bed. “Now it’s very dark in here. Let’s have some light in this room.”  

She crossed over to Keegan’s bed and placed her hand on his forehead.  

“Are you okay? You’re looking very flushed. And you’re supposed to be resting, not 

leaping around the room.”   

Keegan smiled weakly and closed his eyes to stop from looking at the upside down 

owl.  

“I’m not a baby mom.”  

Mrs. Clarke walked over to Keegan’s desk and tidied up some comic books. She 

then straightened the covers on Keegan’s bed, raised Keegan’s head and puffed up his 

pillow. She gave him another hug then walked to the door and paused. 

“I know you’re not a baby. But next time you go off exploring in storms you’ll be 

grounded for a week young man. Oh, by the way. When we got home last night, the 

trunk lid was unlatched and your backpack was gone. Very strange. I was positive I 

closed the trunk properly. Tomorrow we can go shopping for a new backpack and … for 

some new runners. Your old ones are ruined.”  

“Yes sir mom,” said Keegan as his mother left the room.  

Keegan immediately jumped from his bed, crossed the room and quietly closed the 

door. 

“Phew,” He leaned weakly against the door jam. At the same time, the owl dropped 

from the ceiling onto Keegan’s bed, bounced twice and morphed back into Greanwold.  

Keegan stuffed his hands in his mouth to stifle his laughter. Greanwold stood on the bed 

with his head cocked to one side. His mood changed abruptly and a tear trickled down 

his cheek. Keegan walked over to his bed and plopped down beside Greanwold. He 

placed an arm around his shoulder. 

“You alright Greanwold?”  

Greanwold sniffed loudly.  

“That’s your mom?” 

“Yeah, that’s my mom. Why?”  

Greanwold looked very downcast. “I had a mom but my mom is gone.”  
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Keegan sat up and put his arm around Greanwold. “I’m sorry about what happened 

to your mom Greanwold.”  

“That big ugly Moa Constructor. Did you see in the picture? That’s what happened 

to my mom. And now my friends. My friends. Where are my friends?”  

Greanwold looked at Keegan with a very sorrowful look on his face. ”No mom. No 

friends. I’m all alone.”  

Keegan stood on his on his bed and began bouncing up and down. “Greanwold. 

Greanwold. Look. You rescued me so I’m going to help you alright?   We’re going to 

plan and get your friends back. Then…then we’ll figure out a way to get you and your 

friends back to Nogardland. Boy oh boy! What a cool summer project.”  

“You plan and we work. Okaaay dokeeey. We’ll get my friends and my mom back 

Just Keegan kid?”  

“I don’t know about your mom Greanwold but we’ll definitely get your friends back. I 

promise,” said Keegan seriously, thinking of Mr. Shama. He closed his eyes for a 

moment, deep in thought, and when he opened his eyes, there was no sign of 

Greanwold. 

*** 

In the bedroom next door, Keegan’s sister Jackie sat crossed legged on the floor. 

Lisa, Jackie’s best friend sat on the bed with a laptop computer balanced on her knees. 

Her parents were from Japan. She wore a porkpie hat on her head, found at a garage 

sale, a bright red and yellow striped sweater, jeans cut off to the calf and suspended 

with bright green suspenders. The wall behind Jackie was decorated with movie posters 

and clothes were scattered about the room which was something of a mess. Both girls 

looked rather bored. A stereo was playing hip hop music in the background.  

“So Jackie, here we are in Ocean Park. School’s out and what are we going to do. 

I’m looking at the scheduler on my laptop and there is nothing booked for the next two 

months. Plus, my mother said I have to get exercise and look for a job if I want some 

spending money. I may write some software programs and sell them. What do you 

think?’  

Jackie leaned back against the wall and stretched her arms above her head. “I don’t 

know Lisa. I think it’s going to be a boring summer. Most of our friends have gone away.  
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Mom and dad have to work so we’ll be staying home. I think the most exciting thing that 

will happen was Keegan getting caught in that storm yesterday.”  

Jackie jumped off the bed and walked over to the window. From the window, there 

was a view of the Clarke’s back garden. A wide expanse of lawn was decorated with a 

trampoline and a clothesline laden with clothes drying in the sun. Suddenly in Jackie’s 

line of vision, a large gray owl appeared hovering upside down, looking at her with the 

bluest of blue eyes that Jackie had ever seen. Jackie closed her eyes and shook her 

head. When she opened her eyes, the owl had disappeared.   

“Yikes. What was that?” Jackie exclaimed.  

Lisa frowned at her computer. “Yikes? What was what?”  

Jackie leaned out the window and looked this way and that. She turned back to 

Lisa.  

“Lisa, I was looking out the window and suddenly there was a large gray owl looking 

back at me and most weirdly, it was upside down and... it had the bluest eyes you have 

ever seen.”  

Lisa looked up from her laptop. 

 “Jackie, everyone knows that owls do not come out in the middle of the day and 

they do not fly upside down and they do not have blue eyes.”  

*** 

Meanwhile, Greanwold the owl drifted back through Keegan’s bedroom window. 

Keegan jumped off his bed, a look of alarm on his face.  

“Greanwold, Greanwold. What are you doing? You can’t go flying off like that. 

Someone will see you. You’ll scare the pants off someone.” 

The owl morphed back into Greanwold who looked very confused.  

“Greanwold didn’t scare pants off anyone. They still have their pants on.”  

Keegan stared at Greanwold in confusion.  

“Who has their pants on?” He paused as he realized the implications of 

Greanwold’s statement.  “Oh boy oh boy oh boy oh boy. You didn’t let my sister and 

Lisa see you like that did you?” he asked in alarm.  
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“Greanwold thinks that Just Keegan is a worrying kid. I think human people like 

surprises.” “Well, some people like surprises Greanwold but my mom sure doesn’t so 

you had better not let her see any upside down owls flying around our house.”  

At that moment there was banging on Keegan’s door and then Jackie and Lisa 

charged into the room. 

 

 CHAPTER SEVENTEEN  
 

Inside Reywal’s rickety old play-land haunted house that Reywal called home, he 

worked at a bench in his laboratory with a gas welder. Bunsen burners were burning, 

lights blinking on and off and there were all sorts of electronic equipment scattered over 

the various benches and tables. Reywal wore welding goggles and was welding the 

finishing touches to a device that resembled a video camera stand. Datslob stood 

beside him with his utility chest open. As Reywal finished welding he handed the welder 

to Datslob. He then held out his hand to Datslob.  

“Pliers.” 

Datslob slapped a pair of pliers in his hand and said “Pliers.”  

“Wrench,”  Datslob slapped a wrench into his hand. “Wrench.”  

“Welder,” Datslob absentmindedly looked up in the air, his mind obviously in 

another world. He held the burning welding torch in one hand. At Reywal’s request, he 

handed the welding torch to Reywal, burning end first. Reywal leapt in the air and held 

his sizzling hand “Aaaarrrrggggghhhhh. Datslob. You metal menace; you burnt my 

hand.”  

The welding torch, still alight and now lying on the floor slowly rolled over and the 

flame set fire to the back of Reywal’s lab coat. Reywal ran around the lab holding his 

hand and finally dunked his hand into a sink of water. Great relief showed on his face. 

Then, he sniffed the air and glanced down. To his horror, he saw the flames licking the 

bottom of his lab coat and leapt in the air again and plunked himself, bottom first into the 

sink, steam and smoke billowing from his backside. 
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*** 

A short while later, Datslob sat on a chair, firmly tied up in chains as Reywal stood 

over him. “Now my little metal friend…” Reywal paused. “…no more setting me on fire. 

You will stay there until I say so and no music for you tonight. Now, I have to finish 

building the Minosaur detector and the Krystil Transmodulater. You heard that big ugly 

dragon thing. Wealth beyond my imagination! Ha. I will have the wealth and we will see 

what Mr. Moa Constructor gets.”  

Reywal rubbed his hands and cackled. “Yes indeedy. No one messes with the great 

Reywal ….” He leaned down so he was nose to nose with Datslob. “... especially 

troublesome little robots”.  

Reywal straightened up and placed a hand on his heart area. He struck a pose and 

gazed up in the air. “As they say Datslob. No honor amongst thieves and I Reywal are 

the greatest ….” 

Datslob, his mouth obscured with duct tape, looked up at Reywal and mumbled. 

“Don’t interrupt you little iron scrap heap,” Reywal snapped. “Now, if you behave 

yourself and promise… promise not to set me on fire any more, I‘ll free you. However, if 

you persist in acting like the delinquent young person you are then you shall stay tied 

here for the next month and get no supper…I mean music. Am I perfectly clear?”  

Datslob looked somewhat chastised and repentant and nodded his head. Reywal 

pulled the duct tape from Datslob’s mouth.   

“Well?” he inquired.  

Datslob rubbed his mouth with the back of his hand. “Yes boss. Okay. I’m sorry I set 

you alight and I promise not set you alight on purpose anymore.”  

Reywal eyed the robot with one eyebrow arched. He gave a sigh and removed the 

chains from around the robot while providing him with new instructions.  

“Alright. Now you little tin can. I want you to bring the Evilmobile around and gas it 

up. This time, fill the tank up! I do not want to be running out of gas on the freeway 

again. It was very embarrassing having to hitchhike and then get picked up by a kiddies 

school van. Criminy buckets, me, Reywal, the greatest criminal mind of …” 

Datslob muttered under his breath “…of the dinosaur age.”  

Reywal cocked a hand to an ear. “What? What was that about dinosaurs?”  
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Datslob replied loudly. “I was saying you are the greatest criminal mind since the 

age of the dinosaurs.”  

Reywal clapped Datslob on the shoulder. “Ah yes. That’s my boy. Now get going 

and let me finish off with the Minosaur detector and the Transmodulater. 

Hahahahahaha. Yes indeed, the Minosaur detector and Transmodulater, one of my 

greatest inventions yet. It was indeed lucky for me that great ugly Moa Constructor fell 

for my wonderful charm. Yes crimminy buckets. With my wonderful musical talents and 

my wonderful most clever mind, I, Reywal have developed not only a Minosaur detector 

but a Minosaur Transmodulater. Yes indeedy do. I will patent it once I rule the world,”  

Reywal looked thoughtful and then snapped his fingers. “Just a minute. Once I rule the 

world I won’t have to patent anything because I’ll own everything. Yes, yes,” he paused. 

“I’ll…own…everything! Ha ha ha.”  

Unseen by his megalomaniac boss, Datslob rolled his eyes. 

 

 

 CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 

 

Jackie stood by Keegan’s bed and waved her arms around, talking excitedly. In the 

split second before Jackie and Lisa had burst into Keegan’s room, Greanwold had 

morphed into a large teddy bear and was relaxing quite comfortably atop Keegan’s 

dresser with his arms behind his head. Lisa stood behind Jackie and looked at Keegan 

over Jackie’s head making “she’s crazy” signs. 

“Keegan,” said Jackie with her hands on her hips. “I know what I saw out my 

window.” 

Keegan relaxed back on his bed and pretended to read a comic book. Jackie 

leaned over and snatched the comic from Keegan’s hands.  

“Keegan, listen to me. Stop reading that comic. Besides, it’s upside down,” She 

paused, caught her breath and snatched the comic from Keegan’s grasp. 
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“Now I was looking out my window and there was a huge gray owl came floating by 

upside down with the bluest blue eyes you have ever seen in your life.  And Lisa thinks 

I’m crazy. Keegan, you’re the great explorer and expert on everything. Do owls fly 

upside down or don’t they and...do owls fly upside down in the daylight?”  

Keegan looked at Lisa who was looking fixedly at the large teddy bear on Keegan’s 

dresser. To Lisa’s mind, she was certain the teddy bear was looking back at her. 

Keeping her eyes on the bear, she walked to the other side of the room. The eyes 

appeared to follow her.  

“Keegan. Where did you get this teddy bear from?” asked Lisa. “I haven’t seen it 

before. Anyway, aren’t you a bit old to be having a teddy bear?”  

Lisa picked up the bear and studied it. Keegan cleared his throat.  “Um. Well, 

there’s something I have to tell you guys. Lisa, would you close the door please?” 

Lisa leaned over and pushed the door closed. 

“Now what I’m going to tell you is top secret and I don’t want you both fainting or 

doing any of that girly stuff.”  

Jackie grabbed Keegan’s pillow and began swatting her brother over the head.  

“Keegan. You are such a dork,” she said indignantly. “What do you mean “girly 

things?  Who has beaten you and Cody and Parker for that matter in the bike-cross 

every year?” 

Keegan crossed his arms across the top of his head protecting himself from 

Jackie’s swats with the pillow. Lisa still stared pointedly at the “teddy bear”. Suddenly 

she gave a little “eek” and dropped the teddy on the floor. Lisa pointed at the teddy 

bear.  

“It blinked!”  

Keegan leapt off the bed and picked up the “teddy bear.”  

“Look, look. Stop! You guys sit down. This is important and I’m going to show you 

something and I don’t want you to freak out!”  

Jackie slowly sat down on the edge of the bed. Lisa backed up until her legs come 

in contact with Keegan’s desk and she plonked down on his chair, eyes still fixed on the 

bear. 

“Okay, Okay. Yesterday when I was …”  
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Lisa interrupted and pointed at the bear.  

“It did it again!”   

“Oh shoot,” Keegan said. “Okay, Greanwold. Would you show my friends…please?”  

The bear developed a shimmer around it and suddenly morphed into Greanwold 

who immediately turned upside down and gently floated over to Lisa so they were nose 

to nose. Extending a paw, Greanwold greeted Lisa.  

“Howdy do. I’m Greanwold.”  

Lisa stuttered and stammered in surprise with her eyes wide open. “I… I…I’m… 

L...Lisa.” Greanwold politely shook Lisa’s hand. “Howdy do L..Lisa.”  

Greanwold then floated over to Jackie and greeted her in a similar manner. Both 

girls had a stunned look on their faces.   

Keegan called out to Greanwold. “Greanwold, stop flying upside down and sit 

down.”  

He turned to Jackie and Lisa. “Look he’s safe. In fact he’s a real friendly little guy, 

aren’t you Greanwold?”  

Greanwold sat down beside Keegan. As Keegan spoke he had a big goofy grin on 

his face and he nodded his head happily. Jackie and Lisa sat glancing at Keegan but 

were mesmerized by Greanwold.  

Keegan began earnestly. “Okay, this is what happened. You see, Mr. Shama made 

an X on my map and I went along the beach until I found the spot. Then I started 

digging …”  

Lisa and Jackie leaned forward as Keegan told his story. Greanwold leaned forward 

as well and looked at Keegan and then glanced occasionally over to Lisa and Jackie 

and smiled. Lisa ran from the room and ran back with her laptop computer. She 

immediately began entering information as Keegan told his story. 

*** 

At the baseball diamond in the park just down the street, Cody and Parker were 

practicing with some other kids from their local team. Cody was pitching to Parker who 

was hitting fly balls to the outfield.  Atlas the dog was chasing after each ball.  Every 

now and then Atlas stopped, sniffed the air and with his head cocked to one side, gazed 
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at the trees in the background. There were six pairs of eyes looking at the baseball park 

from the shelter of the forest. 

*** 

“… and so that is the story. That’s how I came to find Greanwold. Now, he has to 

find his friends and then figure a way to get back in time to their place.”  

Keegan held out his hands in an open gesture as he told the story of his meeting 

Greanwold to his sister and her friend. Both Jackie and Lisa looked at Greanwold. They 

glanced at each other then both got up from their sitting positions, walked over to 

Greanwold, paused a second then leaned over and took turns giving him a hug. 

Greanwold rose from the bed into their arms, a big grin on his face. Jackie looked into 

his eyes. “Oh Greanwold, what a sad story. But…we are your friends. We will help you 

find your Minosaur friends.”  

She turned to Lisa. “Wont we Lisa?”  

Lisa grinned at the other three. “Oh boy! And I thought this was going to be a boring 

summer vacation.” 

 

 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 
 

Mr. Shama placed some goods into a large bag for a customer waiting at the 

counter. He wrapped up the bag, took some money from the customer’s outstretched 

hand, provided some change and escorted the customer to the door, closing and 

locking it behind the departing customer. He then flipped over the “Closed for Business” 

sign on the window and pulled down the blinds. He walked over to the stairs leading to 

the basement, clicked a light switch and descended the stairs. At the bottom of the 

stairs was a solid wooden door with a large sign screwed in place with the words 

PRIVATE – NO ENTRY in bold letters. Taking a large bundle of keys from his vest 

pocket, he selected a large key and unlocked door to reveal a warmly lit room lined with 

bookcases, groaning with books of every shape and size. On benches lining the walls, 
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there were all manner of glass bottles, vials and test tubes. At a large desk was a huge 

futuristic looking monitor. Mr. Shama hummed to himself as he unlocked a large cabinet 

and removed a black box with strange symbols stenciled on the outside. He passed a 

hand over the box, murmured some words and the box sprang open, a pinkish mist 

rising from the opening. 

 

 

CHAPTER  TWENTY  
 

 

In the fading light at the De Koorc residence, the Evilmobile was parked alongside 

the main building. The trunk was open and Datslob was loading equipment and boxes 

and muttering to himself. His toque sat lopsided on his head and he looked frazzled.  

“One day when I get smarter, I’m going to build a robot for me to do this work,” he 

muttered. “This is slavery.”  

Reywal walked out from a side door and caught the tail end of Datslob’s 

conversation with himself.  

“Slavery is it you little metal moron. Crimminy crickets, why, when I was your age I 

would have to milk twenty cows… yes that’s what it was; twenty cows before breakfast 

and then walk ten miles to school. Uphill, both ways. You have it lucky you little metal 

magnet. Now did you get those Premium Batteries for the Minosaur Scanner as I told 

you?”   

Datslob touched his middle finger to his toque.  

“Yes sir Mr. Reywal sir. I got the batteries okay.”  

Datslob closed the trunk quickly with a slam before Reywal could notice a box with 

the label “Cheepio Batteries” clearly visible. Reywal grabbed Datslob’s toque and 

whapped him over the head.  

“Now don’t slam the trunk you worthless little android! Why, you’ll chip my beautiful 

red paint.”  
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Reywal lovingly ran his hand over the trunk of the Evilmobile and then grabbed 

Datslob by one metallic ear.   

“Now listen to me. We are going to drive up to the top of Old Tom’s Hill. We will 

unload the detector and Transmodulater, set them up on the tripod, insert the batteries 

and begin detecting. Is that clear? Based on the information I have managed to extract 

from the Moa Constructor without him knowing…” Reywal paused and giggled.  “…then 

we will send out some silent signals that will bounce off the Minosaurs, no matter where 

they are, return to the parabolic dish and be displayed on the screen. Once we have a 

fix on those miserable little bat things, we then energize the Transmodulater, turn them 

into Krystils and then...” Reywal paused again and rubbed his hands.  “…we’ll be in the 

money!” 

Datslob nodded his head obediently. Both he and Reywal climbed into the car and 

drove off into the darkness. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY ONE 

 

Six small figures huddled together and shivered somewhat in the cool evening 

breeze that stirred through the forest on the outskirts of Ocean Park.    

“So what are we to do now?” Leesawold asked no one in particular. “We going to 

stay here all time and freeze to our death? Doesn’t anyone have idea about what we 

do? This is not my idea of us having fun.”  

Ozwold glanced at Leesawold. “Okey dokey. As I see it we are in a fix and we need 

to get out of the fix.”  

P-eyewold clapped a hand to his head and pretended to faint. “Oh, that’s brilliant 

Ozwold.” Mimicking his accent. “As I see it we are in a fix and we need to get out of the 

fix. That brilliant!”  

Leesawold placed her arm protectively around Ozwold.  “500 earth thousand years 

and you still got an attitude. You leave him alone smarty-pants P-eyewold. I don’t see 

you with a good idea or not.” 
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P-eyewold retorted defensively. “If Greanwold were here he would know what to 

do.”  

“Well, Greanwold not here,” said Leesawold. “And we have to try finding him then 

try to get back to Nogardland without being caught by that horrible, horrible Moa 

Constructor.”  

Texewold and Qoorkeelawold had gone off to explore some changing rooms at the 

edge of the baseball field.  They returned dragging a sports bag and examined the 

contents of the bag. Texewold picked out several objects with cries of exclamation. He 

held up a baseball cap, an oversized T-shirt, a pair of dirty running shoes, a pair of 

sunglasses and strangely enough, a pair of large ear protectors. The Minosaurs 

gathered round the bag. Leesawold picked up the ear protectors and baseball cap and 

placed them on her head. Lyewold, the sixth Minosaur looked at her and burst into 

peals of laughter followed by the hoots of the others. 

 

   

 

 

 

The Evilmobile was parked at the top of Old Tom’s Hill with the trunk open. Reywal 

and Datslob were busy setting up a large video looking camera on the tripod with a 

directional amplifier on the top. Set alongside was the Transmodulater that Reywal had 

built back in his workshop.  

Reywal addressed Datslob. “Very, very good Datslob, very good. Now, install the 

batteries and we will get down to the very important business of capturing those beastly 

little creatures and converting them into cold hard cash. Yes, yes...“   Reywal rubbed his 

hands together. “I definitely like the sound of cold hard cash.”  

Datslob leaned into the trunk of the car and opened the box of batteries. He 

removed a handful and walked over to the equipment where he inserted each battery 

one by one. Reywal closed the trunk of the car, walked over to the equipment and 

flicked a switch. Immediately there was a quiet hum and the directional amplifier began 

 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 
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to rotate slowly and then stopped, emitting a loud beep. Reywal studied the screen and 

let out a whoop. He rubbed his hands gleefully and then slapped Datslob on the back.  

“Ha, ha. It worked; it worked my little metallic companion. We have located the little 

bat things and they have now zapped into those Krystil things. Oh my, oh my. I am 

going to be rich, rich you hear!”  

He noticed the look on Datslob’s face. “I mean we; yes we are going to be rich. Yes 

indeed. Criminy crickets. Now quickly; pack all the equipment in the Evilmobile. Keep 

the monitor going and be quick. We have to keep track of where they are. Hurry, hurry.” 

*** 

Unaware that danger was near, Leesawold wore the ear protectors, baseball cap 

and sunglasses and was doing barrel rolls around a large tree. Minosaurs, even when in 

trouble do not remain unhappy for more than a few minutes. The name of the game is 

fun. However, as she disappeared behind the trunk of the large tree, the other five 

Minosaurs, suddenly, inexplicably morphed into five large crystal-like objects that 

dropped to the ground. In the background, the same soft strange musical sound that 

was emitted from Reywal’s machine on top of Old Tom’s Hill wafted through the trees. 

Leesawold appeared from behind the large tree. A look of surprise crossed her face as 

she realized her friends had disappeared. The music sound stopped. Leesawold looked 

around in obvious panic for her missing friends and then spied the five Krystils on the 

ground. She burst into tears.  

*** 

At the same time, in the depths of Keegan’s cave, there was the faint sound of the 

same musical tune that was emitted from Reywal’s machine and then there was a 

tremendous roar and a vibration. The deep, evil sound of the Moa Constructors voice 

came from the depths of the cave.   

“Ahhhhhhhh. Yeeeeessssss. That weasel Reywal has located the first batch of 

Krystils. He now thinks he can keep them for his own use. I am going to have to teach 

him a lesson in manners and good p ethics.” 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE  
 

Greanwold sat on Keegan’s bed surrounded by Jackie, Lisa and 

Keegan. All three had worried looks on their faces.  Greanwold looked 

tearful as explained to his new friends what he thought had happened.  

“So what that music means is that Moa Constructor, that big ugly Draegon he is, 

has somehow got someone to build a musical trapper to capture my friends and me and 

turn us back into Krystils that Moa Constructor can use to escape from the time trap. 

Once he does that, then he will destroy this world like he destroyed Nogardland. I don’t 

know what to do.”  

Keegan looked fiercely at Greanwold. “We’re your friends and we are not going to 

let some smelly Draegon harm you. Are we?” he said turning to Jackie and Lisa.  

“No way Greanwold,” chorused Jackie and Lisa. 

*** 

As Keegan was introducing Greanwold to Lisa and Jackie, Parker and Cody were 

riding up to the Clarke house on their bikes with Atlas bounding at their feet. They 

leaned their bikes against the garden shed and went in through a side door to the 

kitchen. In the kitchen, they helped themselves to a can of soda each from the fridge. 

Mrs. Clarke was busy at the stove, preparing dinner. The two boys sniffed the air and 

high fived. Atlas jumped around them and Cody opened the oven door.  

“Pizza for dinner tonight? Hey Atlas, pizza boy.”  

Mrs. Clarke turned from the counter. “Well hello you two. Yes it is. Are you staying 

for dinner Parker? We’re having your favorite. Homemade Hawaiian.”  

“Mrs. Clarke maam. You are indeed my favorite mother away from mother. If you 

are extending an invite to this grateful persona I will certainly be here for dinner.”  

Cody punched Parker on the arm. “You are such a suck dude.” 

Mrs. Clarke glanced at the boys’ dirt and grass stained hands. “Why don’t you both 

clean up, like good little boys...” she teased them. “…then go upstairs and tell Keegan 

and Jackie that dinner is ready. Ask Lisa if she wants to stay for dinner as well. Just 

make sure you and Lisa phone your folks Parker. And ask Keegan if he’s feeling good 

enough to come down to the table.”  
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Parker and Cody made for the stairs, pushing and shoving at each other as they 

raced up the stairs with Atlas at their feet. 

*** 

Parker, Cody and Atlas burst into Keegan’s room. Immediately the door began to 

open Greanwold, sensing danger, morphed into a large beach ball. Keegan, still not 

used to Greanwold’s sudden changes looked at the two interlopers with an annoyed 

look on his face.  

“Why don’t you knock before you come into my room you bums?”  

Cody grinned at his younger brother’s outrage. “Hey little dude, dinner’s ready and 

mom wants to know if you are recovered from your big adventure enough to come down 

to the table.”  

Parker bent down and picked up the beach ball. “Hey girl persons. Watcha up to? 

Hey what a cool ball.”  

Parker bounced the ball against Cody’s head. Unnoticed by either Cody or Parker, 

the ball showed a pair of bright blue eyes as it bounced off Cody’s head. Keegan leapt 

off the bed and attempted to grab the ball from Parker. Atlas sat, his head cocked to 

one side, following the progress of the bouncing ball.  

“Hey Parker. Cut that out.  Don’t go bouncing my ball around.”  

Keegan grabbed for the ball. Parker evaded Keegan’s grab and did a slam-dunk 

with the ball off the top of Jackie’s head. As the ball rebounded the same pair of blue 

eyes blinked, but now with a dazed expression. Jackie and Lisa exchanged glances. 

Keegan finally grabbed the ball and held it away from Parker.  

“Hey Keegan dude. Chill out man,” said Parker. “It’s only a ball man. Hey, we gotta 

eat anyway. Pizza’s on the menu.”  

Cody paused and looked at Lisa and Jackie. He sensed something in the air. He 

paused at the doorway with a questioning look on his face. 

“Are you guys planning something? Otherwise why are two girls...to quote 

Keegan…girls yuk, sitting in Keegan’s bedroom? Hey! And what’s with Atlas?”  

From down in the kitchen, Mrs. Clarke called out. “Are you kids coming for dinner 

before it gets cold?”  
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The two girls looked at Keegan and Keegan looked at the beach ball. On the 

opposite side of the ball were two bright blue eyes with a worried look. Atlas sat still with 

his head cocked to one side, his tail wagging backwards and forwards.  

Parker shrugged. “Hey cold pizza is cool.”  

Cody rolled his eyes, punched his friend in the arm and raced off down the stairs. 

 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR  
 

The light was fading as the Evilmobile drove into the parking lot at the community 

baseball park with Reywal at the wheel and Datslob in the passenger seat. The car 

crunched to a stop on the gravel parking lot. Reywal stepped out of the car and then 

gestured impatiently at Datslob to get out. They opened the trunk and Reywal lifted out 

a large carry case that he handed to Datslob. Reywal leaned down to Datslob. “Alright. 

Now follow me and…”  

Reywal pulled the toque from Datslob’s head to reveal a pair of ear buds.  

“Aha,” he cried.  

He snatched the ear buds from Datslob’s head and threw them into the trunk. In an 

irritated voice he growled ominously at Datslob. “I’ve told you before. When you are on 

duty you take your music off you little junk pile. Criminy buckets.”  

Reywal rolled his eyes. “Now pay attention and follow closely.”  

He walked off towards the forest, holding the detector out in front of him with 

Datslob directly behind him. Suddenly, Reywal stopped, pulled his hat off, turned 

around and whapped Datslob on the head as Datslob trod on one of his heels.  

“Not that close crimminy buckets!!!”  

The two walked into the woods and then disappeared amongst the trees. 

Leesawold still perched on the branch of the tree became alert as she heard footsteps 

approaching. From her perch, Leesawold watched as Reywal and Datslob cautiously 

approached. Reywal looked intently at a smaller handheld version of the Minosaur 

detector. He suddenly stopped and held out an arm to stop Datslob. He swung the 
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instrument back and forth and suddenly his eyes lit up. He immediately charged over to 

the tree that Leesawold was perched on. Bending down he let out a holler as he 

discovered the five Krystils lying at the foot of the tree. Leesawold, perched on her 

branch high above the unsuspecting Reywal, fainted. 

 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE  
 

Atlas sat looking at the beach ball in Keegan’s room. The beach ball began to 

shimmer and morphed into Greanwold. Atlas sat with his paws out in front, his ears 

straight up. Greanwold appeared in his form and greeted the dog.  

“Hello Atlas dog. How are you?”  

Atlas’s mouth moved. “You Minosaur right?  

Greanwold nodded.  

“You’re a dog right?”  

“Yup. I heard about Minosaurs. Never met one till now. This a secret we talk?”  

Greanwold nodded gravely. “Very important that it stays a secret.”  

*** 

Downstairs, the kids sat around the kitchen table, working their way through two 

large pizzas. They ate rapidly and every now and then there was a glance shot between 

Keegan, Jackie and Lisa. Cody looked from one to the other with a curious look on his 

face. Keegan abruptly stood up from the table. Concealed inside a napkin were two 

pieces of pizza. Cody noticed but didn’t say anything. 

“Now Keegan; how are you feeling?” asked Mrs. Clarke. “I want you in bed early 

tonight after your experience yesterday. I want you to get lots of rest for the next few 

days. Now have you had enough to eat?” 

Keegan nodded. “Aw come on mom, I’m not a baby. Now may I be excused 

please?”  
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“Yes you may. Your father will be home late but I’m sure he’ll pop in and see you 

before he goes to bed.”  

Keegan left the table and raced up the stairs to his bedroom. As he entered the 

room, he looked at Greanwold and Atlas sitting on the floor facing each other, looking 

as if they were in conversation. Keegan looked alarmed.  

“Greanwold. What’s the matter? Hey Atlas.”  

Atlas turned his head and looked at Keegan. It looked almost like a big smile 

creased his face. Keegan looked startled.   

“Hey. What’s with you Atlas? Greanwold, are you cool with dogs?”  

Greanwold had a strange smile on his face. “Greanwold likes dogs. I think I can be 

good friends.”  

He sniffed the air. “What is that smell? Smells very good”.  

Keegan grinned. “Pizza. I got pizza. It’s the best food around Greanwold.”  

Greanwold looked puzzled. “What is a pizza? Is Greanwold going to like it?”  

Keegan nodded his head and handed the two pizza slices to Greanwold who took 

an experimental sniff. He looked at Keegan with appreciation and then took a bite. After 

a couple of chews, he nodded approvingly. He looked at Atlas for a second and then 

handed the other pizza slice to Atlas who wolfed his down and wagged his tail, looking 

for seconds. Greanwold looked at Atlas. “I think me and Atlas like some more. Do you 

have more?” 

Keegan shook his head.  “No, but I can get some more...maybe. I can’t let my mom 

know you’re here so I’ll have to use my allowance and order some from….”  

Keegan stopped as he heard the footsteps running up the stairs. “Greanwold,” he 

hissed. “Hide. My brother and his friend are coming.” 

Greanwold looked up and shook his head. “No, they are as you say, cool Keegan. 

We’ll give them a surprise. Have a funny time, alright?”  

Greanwold rose and hovered several feet in the air, wiping a few pizza crumbs from 

his mouth with the back of his paw. 

*** 

 The door to Keegan’s bedroom was flung open and Cody rushed into the room 

followed closely on the heels by Jackie, Lisa and Parker. Cody came to a halt and 
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gazed in astonishment as he almost ran into Greanwold’s hovering form. Cody had a 

couple of slices of pizza in a napkin in his hand. Greanwold looked at Cody’s hand and 

held out his hand to Cody.  

“Pizza! Whooooohoooooooooo.” said Greanwold upside down with his hand out.  

Mesmerized, Cody slowly handed the slices over to Greanwold. Keegan pushed by 

and closed the door behind Parker and Cody who both stood looking at Greanwold with 

their mouths open. Cody pointed at Greanwold. “What is that?”  

There was sudden silence in the room as all the kids looked at Greanwold who had 

nonchalantly turned right side up and now munched on his food. Keegan moved first. 

He stood between Greanwold and Cody. “It’s not a what Cody, it’s who.” 

Addressing Greanwold, he gestured to Cody. “Greanwold, this is my brother Cody 

and his friend Parker.”  

Keegan turned then turned to the two boys and lowered his voice. “Okay you guys. 

This is Greanwold. He’s a Minosaur and it’s a bit of a long story. Now you guys ...” 

Keegan paused and gulped.  “...you have to promise me that this is our secret. 

Promise? Promise?”  

Parker, still gawking at Greanwold dragged his eyes away and said. “That’s cool 

with me dude but what’s a Greanwold? And, what’s a Minosaur?”  

Greanwold studied Parker from under lowered eyebrows with clinical interest. His 

eyes lit up and he said to Parker. “Hey you are a color. Not like Keegan. You got color.”  

Parker grinned self-consciously, looked down at himself and smiled at Greanwold. 

“Hey man, what a cool dude. Put it there...uh…Greanwold.”  

Parker held out his hand to shake but Greanwold lifted into the air and did a butt 

shake to the amusement of the whole room.  

Cody held up two more pieces of pizza. “And to think I smuggled a couple of extra 

pieces of pizza up here because I thought you had smuggled another stray dog in 

without telling mom; again! So what’s the story little bro? Seems Jack’s and Lisa know 

what’s going on. How about bringing me and Parker up to speed on your …” Cody 

looked at Greanwold.  “…green friend.”  

Keegan shrugged. “Well, Greanwold is a Minosaur and you know yesterday 

morning when I went off to the beach; well Mr. Shama…” Keegan retold the story of 
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how he discovered Greanwold. As he finished he glanced over at Greanwold who 

seemed frozen. Keegan looked alarmed. “Greanwold, what’s wrong?”  

A look of alarm crossed Greanwold’s face. Atlas stood up and licked Greanwold’s 

hand and whined. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX  

 

 

As Reywal bent over the five Krystils lying at the base of the tree, Leesawold fell in 

a faint from the tree branch and bounced off his head. Reywal gave a moan and 

crumpled to the ground. A terrified Datslob gave a shriek and ran off through the trees. 

His voice faded into the distance.   “Aaaaarrrrgggghhhhh. Baaaaaatttsss. We’re being 

attacked by vampire baaaaaaats ...” 

As Datslob disappeared into the forest, there was a blurring around the base of the 

large tree and Mr. Shama materialized. He glanced down and smiled at the still form of 

Reywal.  

“Ah, you’ll be okay when you wake up Mr. De Koorc. Probably a headache and a 

bump on your head but other than that…”  

With a concerned look on his face he picked Leesawold up in his arms. 

“Ah my little darling. You seem to be alright.”  

Mr. Shama tucked her into a large backpack slung over his shoulder. He picked up 

the carry case abandoned by the fleeing Datslob, gently picked up each Krystil and 

placed them into the case. With one last look around, he vanished through the trees in 

the opposite direction of Datslob. 

*** 

In the park parking lot, a police car pulled up alongside the Evilmobile  and Officer 

Mackintosh got out of the car. He pulled out a book of tickets, wrote out a ticket and 

placed it under the windshield wiper. With a sigh, he got in his car and drove out of the 

park leaving Reywal’s car parked in the loading zone with the parking ticket fluttering 

under the windshield wiper. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN 

 

 

The five kids clustered around Greanwold with worried looks on their faces. 

Greanwold was still frozen, a look of concentration on his face. Atlas nudged 

Greanwold’s hand.  

Lisa was the first to speak. “Greanwold, are you alright? Greanwold?”  

Keegan leaned over and gave Greanwold a shake. “Greanwold! What’s the 

matter?”  

Slowly Greanwold came out of his immobile state. He glanced at the kids one by 

one. “Greanwold has gotta go. There is a big problem with Minosaurs. Specially 

Leesawold. A big problem!”  

Parker help up a hand. “Whoa up Greanwold dude. What’s a Leesawold? And what 

can we do to help?”  

Parker turned to Keegan. “What is this “Leesawold” thing Keegan?”  

Keegan shook his head and looked gravely at Greanwold. “Greanwold, you gotta 

tell us what’s wrong. We can help you. We’re your friends. C’mon.” 

Greanwold sighed and a lone tear ran down his cheek. “Leesawold is my girlfriend. 

When I rescued Keegan from the cave, she flew away with other Minosaurs to a place I 

do not know about. Just now I heard a music tune copied from the Great Harmonic. Not 

my tune. Others tune though. When the tune plays and all notes are the same, 

Minosaurs change into Krystils. Six Krystils can allow a door in time. Not a big door. 

Just a small door for Minosaur or small people. Like you people. When we get thirteen 

Minosaurs, we use the Great Harmonic to create a big door in time. I heard on the wind 

some notes. But not all the right notes and not my notes. Leesawold had things...”  

Greanwold concentrated and finished speaking, “... on her ears. Very strange.”  

He slumped onto the bed.  

Cody looked at his friends and brother and sister. “Look guys. We gotta help out this 

little fella. We can’t sit around and do nothing. Keegan, your best buddy is Mr. Shama. I 
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bet if we told him this story and introduced him to Greanwold then he could come up 

with an idea. What do you think guys?”  

All the kids agreed. They clustered around Greanwold, patting him and smiling.  

 

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT  

 

 

Reywal slowly regained consciousness. He gingerly picked himself up from the 

ground and brushed himself off. He bent down and picked up his hat, punched out the 

crown and placed it on his head.  

“Crimminy buckets. What in blazes dropped on my head?”  

He looked around and then spotted Datslob looking out from behind a tree. Datslob 

had a startled look on his face. Reywal made his way over to his errant robot.  

“What are you doing you imbecilic little android? What happened? What fell on my 

head?” Datslob looked petulant.  “I…I…I think we were attacked by vampire bats.”  

Reywal look incredulous. “Attacked by vampire bats? There are no vampires around 

here you idiot. Does this look like vampire bat country to you?”   

Reywal held his head.  

“My goodness, I have such a headache. And where are the Krystil things? Where is 

our carry box? Criminy buckets; what a terrible day. I think I must get home and have a 

nice cup of hot chocolate. Come on you useless little automaton. What a fat lot of good 

you are. My assistant. Goodness, goodness me. All that work and no Krystils.”  

Reywal stumbled through the trees to the parking lot. He walked over to the 

Evilmobile and paused as he noticed the parking ticket fluttering under the wiper blade.. 

He plucked it from under the wiper, threw it on the ground and jumped up and down on 

it in a fit of temper.  

*** 

Upstairs at Mr. Shama’s residence above the store, Mr. Shama removed the cloak 

and the hat he had worn during his journey to the forest. He walked from the living room 
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into a small bedroom with a single bed. Leesawold lay motionless on the bed. On the 

floor by the bed was a wicker basket. In the basket lay the five Krystils, each giving off a 

slight glow and each one, a different color. Mr. Shama hummed to himself as he leaned 

over the motionless figure of Leesawold and pressed his hand to her forehead. 

 “Ah yes my little darling. You seem quite all right. Just rest while Mr. Shama sorts 

things out.” 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY NINE  
 

 

The five kids rode their bikes away from the Clarke’s house and in the general 

direction of Mr. Shama’s store. Atlas trotted along side. Greanwold sat on the crossbar 

of Keegan’s bike. Jackie looked over at Keegan. 

 “Keegan, mom is going to be mad at you. You’re supposed to stay in bed for a 

couple of days.” “Yeah sure Jackie. What am I going to do? Stay at home while you 

guys have all the fun? Who was it that found Greanwold in the first place? Me right?”  

Lisa called out. “All right kids. Stop the arguing. We are all in this together so let’s 

stop acting like children!” 

Parker turned and looked at Lisa. “Uh, excuse me Lisa person. We are children. 

The important agenda people friends is that we get our little green brother back in 

touch with his family unit. Is that right little greeny guy?”  

Greanwold mimicked Parkers style of speech. “Undoubtedly a factual statement 

Parker man old chap.”  

Parker looked delighted. “Oh such cool talk little green dude.”  

In the distance, the lights were on upstairs in Mr. Shama’s store.  

Jackie called out to the others in a loud whisper. “Hey you guys. Be quiet. There 

are lights on in Mr. Shama’s place upstairs. We can ring his emergency buzzer at the 

side door.”  
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The kids rode up to the general store and leaned their bikes against the side of the 

building. Greanwold hovered up in the air from Keegan’s bike and was at the kids 

shoulders as they crowded over to the side door.  

Lisa said in a hushed voice. “What are we going to say to Mr. Shama?”  

Jackie glanced over. “Well, isn’t he the one who told Keegan where to find 

treasure? From what Keegan said, he took the map and put the X in the place where 

he found the original stone, right?”  

Keegan looked at Lisa. “Jackie’s right. Yeah. Well, let’s buzz him and see what we 

can do. Are we going to introduce Greanwold to him?”  

Cody said. “Well, I got an idea. Why doesn’t Greanwold morph into something and 

then we can just say we needed to talk to him about the cave that Keegan discovered.”  

“That’s a good idea.” Lisa responded. “What can Greanwold change into that won’t 

look strange?”  

Parker shrugged. “How about doing the backpack thing little greeny guy?”  

Keegan looked at Greanwold. “Yeah, yeah. Greanwold. A backpack, like the one 

you changed into before. Can you do that?”  

Greanwold swelled his chest out proudly.  “I can change into anything make sense. 

Backpack? As you say; a cake of piece.”  

A shimmer appeared around Greanwold and he instantly morphed into a bright 

green backpack. The kids gaped in admiration. Keegan reached down and picked up 

the backpack and settled it over his shoulders. Briefly, two bright blue eyes looked out 

at him from the main flap.  

Jackie whispered. “Okay guys, ring the bell.”  

A couple of minutes later, the door opened and Mr. Shama peered at them over his 

glasses. “Well, well, what do we have here? A posse? What are you children doing 

here at this time of night? My goodness Keegan. Should you be up and about after 

your experience yesterday?” Keegan sighed. “Hi Mr. Shama. No, I’m okay. It’s only 

eight o’clock,” glancing at his watch. “Say, if it’s not too much trouble can we come in 

and see you? We want to talk to you about something.”  

“Why sure young people. You are welcome at my place any time,” Mr. Shama 

stood aside and welcomed the children in. As the last one passed the doorway, he 
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poked his head out and looked around. Satisfied, he closed the door and locked it 

behind him.  

 

 

 CHAPTER  THIRTY  

 

 

Reywal and Datslob cautiously approached the cave entrance from the beach. 

Reywal had the Minosaur Detector slung over a shoulder and Datslob was laden down 

with the Transmodulater. Datslob lead the way, pushed and prodded by Reywal, a 

bright spotlight shining from his chest. He protested somewhat but Reywal was 

ignoring his complaints.  

“After your performance in the forest today you are very lucky that I’m not melting 

you down for hubcaps you horrible little mechanical jukebox,” said Reywal.  

“Yeah, well it wasn’t my fault. I thought they were vampire bats and you know how I 

feel about vampire bats.”  

Reywal mimicked Datslob. “Yeah well it wasn’t my fault. I thought they were 

vampire bats and you know how I feel about vampire bats. Criminy jam!! How many 

times do I have to tell you there are no vampire bats around here? Now be quiet. We 

have to go have a nice conversation with Mr. Moa Constructor.”  

The two of them entered the cave and made their way gingerly towards the Moa 

Constructors dwelling place. Datslob’s flashlight created weird shadows on the cave 

walls and both Reywal and Datslob had worried looks on their faces. Further on down 

the cave, a glow appeared from around the corner. There was a rumbling noise and 

the ground shook slightly. Reywal turned to Datslob and waved a finger under his 

nose. “If you mention one more word about vampire bats Datslob, when we get back 

home I will take you apart and make a barbeque out of you. Do you understand?”  

Datslob nodded his head.  

“Excellent bit of understanding. Then let’s get on with business shall we?”  

Pushing Datslob ahead, Reywal clambered over the stones and small boulders 

until they arrived at the spot where they had met the Moa Constructor. They both 
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shrugged off their equipment and placed it on the ground. Reywal took up a position 

and cleared his throat.  

“Ahem. Excuse me Mr. Moa Constructor sir.”  

The ground rumbled and the glow from the cave wall increased. Suddenly, Moa 

Constructors voice rumbled out. “Ah, it is the dishonorable Reywal if I’m not mistaken. 

You have come back to grovel at my feet and to wheedle more information from me so 

you can attempt to cheat me again?” 

Reywal cleared his throat again, nervously. “Ahem excuse me. Cheat you did you 

say? I, Reywal am an honorable man. Am I not Datslob? Tell him how honorable I am.”  

Moa Constructors voice raised from a rumble to a terrifying pitch. “Silence you 

miserable creature. I have followed your path from the time we first met. I followed you 

as you made the Krystil detector and the Transmodulater from the information I 

provided to you and you failed my simple test. You double-crossed me and now you will 

be punished as only I, Moa Constructor can punish.” 

Moa Constructors voice rose to a crescendo from the fissure, the cave shook and a 

burst of fire erupted from the fissure in the wall where Moa Constructors voice 

emanated. Reywal and Datslob backed away to the far wall of the cave. Both had a 

concerned look on their faces. There was a huge flash of brilliant light and a shining 

globe of white erupted from the Moa Constructors location. It hovered in front of Reywal 

and Datslob. They cringed back against the wall as the ball hovered in front of them. A 

loud humming noise began and got louder and louder as the ball expanded and then 

exploded into a million bits of sticky goop that spattered all over Reywal and Datslob. 

Hanging where the ball was hovering was a large poster with the words BOO! in large 

letters. There was loud laughter from the direction of the Moa Constructor. 

“You miserable creatures. That is the power of Moa Constructor. Next time I will not 

be so kind. Now listen to me. This is what we must do to secure the Krystils and gain 

power over all that exists.” 

Reywal, with a look of distaste on his face, opened up the front of Datslob’s midriff 

and took out a towel that he used to clean himself down with.  
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CHAPTER THIRTY ONE 
 

 

The five kids sat nervously on Mr. Shama’s well-used couch. The room was very old 

fashioned with Tiffany lamps and well worn carpets on the floor. Keegan completed 

telling Mr. Shama about his adventure in the cave and how a big wave came in and he 

had almost drowned. At this point he had not mentioned anything about Greanwold, the 

Minosaurs or Moa Constructor. 

“….so…and then I found myself lying on the cliff way above the beach.”   

Mr. Shama eyed Keegan intently and occasionally glanced over at the other kids 

who were innocently focusing their gaze on Keegan and the backpack that now rested 

on the floor on the couch next to Keegan. Atlas lay at Keegan’s feet keeping a sharp 

eye on the backpack. Keegan finished off his story.  “...and that’s what happened.”  

Mr. Shama had a quizzical look on his face. “And do you have any idea how you 

ended up on the cliff above the beach Keegan?”  

Keegan looked at the other kids who studiously avoided his look. Keegan looked 

imploringly at Jackie.  

Jackie hesitated. “Weeeeeeellllll Mr. Shama. There’s a bit more to it but it’s really 

weird.”  

Jackie looked at Keegan with a question on her face and shrugged her shoulders. 

Keegan looked at Jackie and sighed.  

“You see Mr. Shama. When you said I would find treasure well I sure did. But not 

the kind of treasure that I expected.”  

At that moment, there is a huge clap of thunder followed by a medley of strange 

musical sounds, the same sounds heard back in the cave, and then the house shook. A 

look of alarm flashed onto Mr. Shama’s face. He held up a hand to the children.  

“Stop. Listen…”   

He rose quickly from his chair and walked over to the door leading to the room 

where Leesawold lay sleeping. At that moment, the window in the room where they 

were seated exploded outwards and the lights went out.  Seconds later, Leesawold and 

the five other Minosaurs swept into the room. Greanwold immediately morphed from the 
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backpack. The group of Minosaurs circled the room briefly and then flew out through the 

window at high speed into the night. The five children leapt up and ran to the open 

window and peered after the departing Minosaurs. They turned simultaneously and 

looked at Mr. Shama as he stood by the door, a grim look on his face. Atlas stood at the 

broken window and whined. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY TWO  

 

 

Reywal crouched over the Minosaur Detector and the Transmodulater. Beside him, 

Datslob handed and took back various tools from his utility chest. Moa Constructor was 

giving instructions. “Now, have you connected the amplifier to the expansion chamber 

as I instructed? These adjustments are necessary if we wish to ensnare the Minosaurs 

and get them back here to the cave.”  

Reywal replied impatiently. “Yes, yes. Now what is next? Criminy buckets, I have 

never seen such a fandangled set up in my life. Are you sure this will work? I mean to 

say, what in planetary orbit does a dragon know about electronics for gosh sakes?”  

Moa Constructor roared. “Be quiet you stupid human. Of course this will work!”   

Then in a more conversational tone. “Speaking of electronics; who do you think 

invented the internet?”  

Reywal narrowed his eyes suspiciously “I thought that was Al Gore.”  

Moa Constructor gave an evil giggle “Yes, yes, but I gave him the idea. Now have 

you finished? Time is of the essence. I do not want to be kept in this blasted time warp 

forever. I’ve already missed a thousand episodes of the Gilligans Island.”  

Reywal glanced up. “Gilligans Isl….Oh, never mind.”  

He leaned over the complicated machine and made a couple of adjustments then 

stood up.  “Yes, well, I just have to insert the batteries and it’s ready to go.”  

Reywal looked in the direction of the Moa Constructors voice and arched an 

eyebrow. “Well, I think it’s ready to go.”  
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“Alright then,” replied the Moa Constructor. “When you throw the red switch, 

immediately throw the yellow switch. That will begin the Great Harmonic sequencer. 

Wherever the Minosaurs are, they will have to respond. Even if in Krystil form, they will 

revert to their Minosaur form and will then be forced back here to the source of the 

Harmonic where they will fly through the sound beam and immediately transform into 

Krystils. We will then permanently seal them in that state. And from that point on I...”  he 

cleared his throat. “Ahem, sorry - we - will control all the riches on earth. Now prepare 

yourselves. Once we activate the switch then certain strange things will happen. It’s 

best if you close you eyes and block your ears and hold your nose. Within 60 seconds, 

we will hold the power of all the earth in our hands.”  

Reywal closed Datslob’s utility chest and then crouched down by the machine and 

flicked the yellow switch and then the red switch. Immediately he flicked the red switch 

there was the same clap of thunder heard at Mr. Shama’s store. The ground shook and 

dust floated down from the roof of the cave. Both Reywal and Datslob closed their eyes 

tightly shut and placed their hands over their ears. The intense humming leveled off and 

then slowly decreased, sounding like a radio with the batteries going flat. It finally faded 

out into silence. Both Reywal and Datslob opened their eyes and took their hands from 

their ears. They looked around. The silence was deafening. There was no sign of any 

Minosaurs or Krystils. There was an ominous rumbling and the voice of Moa 

Constructor reverberated through the cave.  

“What …”   he paused.  “…has gone wrong?”   

Reywal looked at Datslob and then looked at the machine. He walked over and 

opened the lid where the batteries were installed. He pulled out a battery and then 

walked over to a large toolbox sitting on the floor of the cave. He opened the lid and 

immediately saw a box with the words “Premium Batteries” printed on the lid. Reywal 

picked up a battery and examined it carefully. Printed on the cover were the words 

“Cheepio Battery”. Reywal wheeled around and glared balefully at Datslob.  

“ Aaaarrrrrgggghhhh! Criminy buckets. I don’t believe it. Th… th…  this worthless 

robot of mine has installed the wrong batteries!”  

Moa Constructor roared. “What? What did you say?”  
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Reywal turned furiously on Datslob. He pulled off the robots toque and whapped 

him across the head, swatting him as he retreated to the cave wall. “You worthless little 

pile of junk. What is the meaning of this. I, Reywal, the greatest criminal mind in the 

universe …”  

There was a loud roar and Moa Constructor interrupted. “What? I am the greatest 

criminal mind in the universe. You are only second!” 

Reywal glanced balefully in the direction of Moa Constructor. “Yes, yes. Exactly. Of 

course. Slight slip of the tongue. I indeed in fact mean that I, Reywal, the second most 

greatest criminal mind in the universe having to put up with a cretinous robot like you. 

Criminy sakes! What did you do with the Premium Batteries?”   

“I…I…I  used them in my Music-Pak.” Datslob stammered. “It works better with the 

Premium Batteries.”  

Reywal rolled his eyes. “Great gadzooks! An opportunity for untold riches lost 

because of your Music-Pak. Oh dear.”  

“Well, if he gave me more allowance I could have bought my own Premium 

Batteries.” retorted Datslob.  

“Be quiet. Both of you.”  Moa Constructor bellowed. “Just before the Transmodulater 

died, I was able to detect the six Minosaurs including that key Minosaur named 

Greanwold were in the home of that troublesome Shama, accompanied by some 

horrible children. The good news is that the Minosaurs are not in the possession of 

anyone right now. The bad news is that we must find the Minosaurs before those bratty 

children and Shama find them.”  

“All right now listen to me!” the Moa Constructor ordered in a conspiratorial tone.  

“Come closer. This what we are going to do and this time Mr. Reywal De Koorc you will 

follow my plans exactly and not leave them in the hands of an illiterate robot. Now here 

is what we do ….” 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE  
 

 

There was a stunned silence and the five children looked at each other and at Mr. 

Shama. Mr. Shama closed the blinds on the broken window. He then turned to face the 

children. Wagging a finger he said. “Well, well. It seems there are some secrets to be 

shared I think.”  

The children glanced at one another and then begin talking all at once. Mr. Shama 

held up his hands. “Hold on children. One at a time.”  

He paused and looked thoughtful for a moment then made a quick decision. 

“However, perhaps I should begin first”.   

Mr. Shama walked over to a painting on the wall and straightened it. He seems to 

be collecting his thoughts. He paused once again and then turned to face the children.  

“Well, first of all I see you met up with Greanwold young Keegan. That was in my plans. 

Not what happened tonight mind you.”  

Keegan interrupted Mr. Shama. “I think you have not been very truthful with us Mr. 

Shama. We have always been told to be truthful to adults. Why is it you had 

Greanwold’s friends here and didn’t let us know? Why is that?”  

Mr. Shama studied Keegan for a minute then. “Just a minute Keegan. Let me 

continue.” 

Cody glanced at Keegan. “Yeah, Keegan. Let Mr. Shama tell his story.”  

“Thank you Cody. You see children; I knew that a small boy would find the long lost 

cave. It was predicted many, many ages ago. Without going into the details of my 

background at this point, you see the Kingdom of Nogardland existed since the 

beginning of time…”  

Keegan jumped up and down. “Yeah, I know, Greanwold showed me a weird kind of 

video projection of Nogardland with all the Minosaurs buzzing around and doing weird 

stuff. It was so cool.”  

Mr. Shama ignored Keegan’s interruption.  “ ... in a dimension that I cannot explain 

to you yet. In time maybe. The Minosaurs had kings and queens and their existence 

was totally peaceful. Amazingly enough, they had learned to live without war, poverty, 
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hunger and political power and without creating pollution. Their lifestyle existed for 

millions and millions of years. In fact, you may find this difficult to believe but Greanwold 

is in fact 500,000,000 years old. I know Greanwold told Keegan it is five hundred 

thousand years but...” looking at Keegan and smiling. “…he hasn’t quite got an 

understanding of earth years yet.”  

Parker stared at Mr. Shama. “Holy cow Mr. Shama. That is awesome.”  

Mr. Shama nodded. “Yes Parker. That is awesome to use your terminology. 

However, what is more awesome is the fact that once human beings began evolving on 

earth, in our dimension, the Minosaurs began to pass along their secrets and 

knowledge to the early humans.”  

Lisa jumped up off the couch, waving her arms around. She was very excited.  “Mr. 

Shama, Mr. Shama, you mean to say that a lot of the stuff we know today comes from 

the Minosaurs? Oh wow!”  

Mr. Shama smiled. “Only the good stuff Lisa. Only the good stuff”.  

Jackie, Keegan and Cody sat with their mouths agape at the news from Mr. Shama.  

Parker frowned. “Say Mr. Shama. How do you know all this? And why did you have 

Greanwold’s friends here and you didn’t tell us about them?”  

Keegan looked at Mr. Shama with a look of consternation as he realized the 

implications of what Parker has just said. “Mr. Shama. After you helped me find the 

Minosaurs, you didn’t tell us that you had found them. Why is that?” he asked. 

Mr. Shama stood up and walked over to the window and opened the blinds. The 

curtains blew around him from the summer night’s breeze. He gazed out into the night 

for a moment and then turned and faced the children.  He looked at Keegan. “Keegan. I 

want you to trust me for now. Please! Now let me continue. So you see, even though 

the Minosaurs lived in another dimension …”  

Lisa, still excited interrupted. “What do you mean lived? Don’t they live anymore?”  

“I can answer that in two ways Lisa,” replied Mr. Shama. “Yes and no. You see 

unknown to the Minosaurs at the time was the earthly dimension. However, it was 

populated by Draegons. Now please understand these are not dragons but Draegons. 

Something like dinosaurs but mean and very evil. So you see; there were three 

dimensions. Nogardland, the Minosaurs dimension; the earth, our dimension and the 
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Draegons, all living together but separate and apart. Now 100 million year ago, a large 

comet hit the earth. This comet wiped out the dinosaurs, something you probably read 

about in your science books at school. Quite true by the way. Well, the same comet tore 

open the inter-dimensional veil between the Draegons and Nogardland with the result 

the Minosaurs land was decimated. Greanwold’s mother, one of the last surviving adult 

Minosaurs, managed to find her way to the Great Harmonic with Greanwold and twelve 

other young Minosaurs that were in her care. Her last living act was to invoke the Great 

Harmonic and to distract Moa Constructor so the thirteen young Minosaurs zipped 

through the time portal and transported them through time to earth where they have 

been suspended as Krystils up until yesterday when Keegan…(ahem).” Mr. Shama 

coughed and looked a little embarrassed.  “... discovered their resting place.”  

Mr. Shama stood up and walked over to the sideboard where he picked up a jug of 

water and filled a glass. He took a sip from the glass and then placed it down on the 

sideboard. His audience sat quietly, staring at him, mesmerized. 

“So you see my little friends,”  Mr. Shama continued. “This is a very complex 

situation. However, it was not supposed to be this complex. I did not realize that Moa 

Constructor was also in the cave though I had no way of knowing that. My, (ahem), 

powers do not extend through solid rock. It seems that he is locked in place in a time 

warp and cannot move back and he cannot move forward. Just so you know, the Moa 

Constructor is the most evil of evil but is also very clever and can be very persuasive. 

So persuasive in fact that I have now learnt he has enlisted the aid of Reywal De Koorc 

to help in his quest to escape from the time warp. And, he almost succeeded. If it was 

not for Datslob’s Music-Pak, he would have done so.”  

Jackie looked up in surprise. “Datslob’s Music-Pak? What has that got to do with 

anything?”  

Mr. Shama smiled briefly. “Well, it seems that Reywal’s little helper, Datslob, loves 

music. He swapped some high quality batteries required for the Transmodulater with 

cheap batteries he had bought. The cheap batteries were in the machine that Reywal 

built based on information from the evil Moa Constructor, the machine designed to lure 

the Minosaurs back from wherever they are, to the cave, and turn them back into 

Krystils. I have to believe that Moa Constructor has the Great Harmonic in his 
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possession and if that is the case, then we do not have time for further explanations. 

Keegan was supposed to discover Greanwold, release him and the twelve other 

Minosaurs who would bring the Great Harmonic from the cave to me. Somewhere along 

the way, things became fouled up and only Greanwold and six Minosaurs escaped, 

leaving the Great Harmonic and six Krystils behind. As I said, I believe it is in the hands 

of the Moa Constructor but it is no use to him without the other six Minosaurs and 

Greanwold. You have to trust me. I have to rescue Greanwold and the other Minosaurs 

and the Great Harmonic before they are lost to the Moa Constructor and Reywal.”   

Mr. Shama paused for effect. “Now I do not have any time to lose. Will you trust me 

and let me tell the balance of the story later?”  

The children looked at each other. Then Cody got to his feet and gestured. “Mr. 

Shama, can we just have a minute to ourselves. I think we have to talk about a couple 

of things. Please.”  

Mr. Shama rose from his chair and nodded. He walked from the room and closed 

the door behind him. Before he closed the door, he warned. “Don’t be long; we do not 

have much time!”  

The children all stood and clustered around each other, whispering.  

Lisa looked at Cody, “What are you doing? What do we need to discuss?’  

“Look, I don’t know. Is he on the level?”  

“Of course we trust him Cody,” whispered Jackie loudly. “Look, what an adventure 

this is. Besides, what are we going do? Ride around on our bikes for weeks looking for 

the Minosaurs? We need Mr. Shama’s help.”  

Parker interrupted. “I have a question though. Why did Mr. Shama send Keegan to 

find the cave? Why didn’t he just go and open it himself?”  

The other kids looked at each other. Keegan shrugged “Well, let’s ask him that 

question but first, I think we have to save Greanwold and his friends.”  

Jackie nodded. “I agree with Keegan. We need Mr. Shama’s help but I think we 

should be careful and not trust him too much? Is everyone agreed?”  

The kids looked at each and simultaneously high fived. “Yes!” they chorused. 
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CHAPTER  THIRTY-FOUR  
 

 

Big Bill’s Pizzeria was closed and in darkness. There were seven Minosaur faces 

pressed against the window looking in at the darkened restaurant kitchen. In the center 

of the kitchen was an oven with a large vent suspended over it. The vent was attached 

to a metal chimney that disappeared up through the ceiling. Suddenly, seven sooty 

Minosaurs flew out of the chimney and looped the loop through the kitchen in the dim 

light shining from a streetlight outside. Greanwold did a back flip and landed on the 

setup table in the middle of the kitchen. The other Minosaurs one by one flew down and 

landed on the same table. The restaurant had been closed for a few hours but there 

was still the tantalizing smell of food hanging in the air. The Minosaurs sniffed the air 

appreciatively. Greanwold looked around the kitchen.  

“This place smells like pizza.”  

“What is pizza Greanwold?” asked Texewold. “Something sure smell good.”  

Greanwold rubbed his stomach. “Very good food. Better than anything we ate in 

Nogardland.” Leesawold had been looking at Greanwold and smiling. She sidled over to 

him and put her arm around him. “Greanwold. I miss you so much. I very afraid when 

we look back and you gone from us. Where did you going to?”  

Greanwold sighed. “It’s a long story Leesawold and it is very nice to see you too.”  

He leaned over and gave Leesawold a peck on the cheek.  The other Minosaurs 

gave a cheer and both Greanwold and Leesawold blushed.  

“Now, we have to plan,” said Greanwold. “There are many things that are very 

confusing. We have to think and we have to plan but first, who would like to eat?”  

The other Minosaurs stood and cheered again.  

“Okay, but clean up first,” ordered Greanwold. “All of us are dirty from the chimney.”  

He pulled down a roll of papers towels and handed them around. Soon, all the 

Minosaurs were back to their original colors though slightly discolored here and there.  

“Okay,” Greanwold said. “There is stuff here that smells like pizza and pizza is 

good. Trust me. Let’s look.”  
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The Minosaurs leapt up and began opening cupboards and investigating pots and 

pans and a large pantry. Greanwold found a big cookbook and leafed through until he 

found a picture of a pizza being made. He let out a big whoop.  

“Okay, I found a picture of pizza being made. Get over here and look at what we 

need.” 

He gathered the other Minosaurs around and pointed at the pictures. “These are 

various implements needed to make a pizza Okay. We need this Leesawold and 

Qoorkeelawold – this Texewold – this P-eyewold, this Ozwold and Lyewold. Okay. We 

get all that and we make pizza. 

The Minosaurs flew around the kitchen and collected all the materials.  

 

CHAPTER THIRTY FIVE 
 

 

Reywal with his coat off and sleeves rolled up worked on the Transmodulater. 

Datslob was tied firmly to a chair with his toque pulled down over his eyes. Reywal 

whistled through his teeth as he soldered various wires to the device. Several minutes 

later he pulled off his saftey goggles and stood back to admire his handiwork. Satisfied 

with what he had accomplished, he walked over to a large cabinet against the wall, 

opened the door and struggled to lift out a gigantic roll of electrical cord. He could not 

pick it up by himself and he grunted with frustration. Finally, he gave up and walked over 

to Datslob. He pulled out a knife and cuts the cords holding the robot to the chair. He 

removed the gag around the robots mouth and pulled the toque up from his eyes. 

“Alright you little metallic tool box. I require your assistance. Now, please do not do 

anything other than what I tell you or I will be forced to short circuit your fuse box. Is that 

clear and understood or do I fry your fuses?”  

Datslob indicated he was chastised. “Yes sir boss. I will do whatever is required for 

your esteemed self.”  
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Reywal peered at Datslob suspiciously. “I do not like the tone of voice little robot so 

just be careful, okay? Now help me lift this cable holder over to the car. And then pick 

up the Minosaur Detector, the new and improved Transmodulater I might add.”  

Reywal placed a hand on the device proudly. “Yes, indeedy do. That Moa 

Constructor thinks he is so smart. Can you imagine the nerve of him thinking he is the 

greatest criminal mind in the world? Well, I will have news for him the Mr. Smarty pants. 

Yes, by criminy gumboots, I will have some news for him. Yes siree. I have made some 

modifications to the Transmodulater that will fix Mr. Constructor’s wagon. Yes sir 

indeed. He will be in for a surprise.”  

He turned to Datslob. “Now, if you do not sabotage my efforts with your sabotaging 

ways little Datslob, I … I mean, we will be rich beyond our wildest imagination. Now help 

me load this stuff into the Evilmobile.”  

Reywal and Datslob picked up the large cable holder together and with much 

heaving and grunting maneuvered it into the trunk of the Evilmobile. They then did the 

same thing with the device.  Reywal turned to Datslob.  

“Now, a very important assignment for you Datslob. You are to stay here and guard 

my building. I have a feeling that dreadful Mr. Shama may come looking for those 

horrible little Minosaur things in which case you have my permission to pour boiling oil 

on him. Guard my place with your life, such as it is.”  

He sniggered and patted Datslob on the head. “Now as soon as I have exited the 

gate I want you to make sure the electric fence is on and then let the nasty dogs loose. I 

would like our visitors to have a special welcome tonight. Have you got that?”  

With a smirk on his face Reywal climbed into the Evilmobile and slammed the door. 

After going through the starting sequence, he started the engine and with a wave of his 

hand, drove off into the night. The taillights disappeared into the distance as Datslob 

stood scratching his head. He then gave a shrug and walked over to the big gates to the 

castle and closed them. He then entered a small gate house and looked at a big 

electrical switch on the wall. Closing the door behind him, he walked over to a 

compound that had a large sign above the gate. BEWARE - NASTY ROTTEN GUARD 

DOGS. 
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CHAPTER THIRTY SIX 
 

 

Back at the Clarke residence, Mr. and Mrs. Clarke sat around the kitchen table. Mr. 

Clarke had arrived home late from work and had just finished dinner. Mrs. Clarke 

worried about the children being out so late and particularly Keegan because of his 

recent adventure.  

“Jack, if they aren’t home in thirty minutes I’ll phone the Randall’s,” Mrs. Clarke said. 

“I‘m not worried about the older kids. It’s just Keegan I’m worried about. I don’t want him 

getting sick at the beginning of his vacation.”  

Mr. Clarke patted his wife on the shoulder and in a mock English accent said. “Look 

love. Don’t worry. Also, if Keegan is with the older kids he’s perfectly okay. Give them till 

10:00 which is Jackie and Cody’s curfew and if they aren’t home then I’ll call up the 

Randall’s or the Robinson’s. Now where’s my newspaper?” 

 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY SEVEN  

 

 

Mr. Shama knocked and entered the room. The kids stood around and looked 

pensive.  

“Well, young people. What is your decision? Are you willing to trust me?   

The kids looked at each other and nodded approval.  

Mr. Shama smiled. “Well, what this calls for now is a trip over to our friend Mr. 

Reywal’s place. I believe that he has the means in his hands now to capture our 

Minosaur friends.”  

Keegan looked at the others with a worried look on his face.  “What about my mom 

and dad you guys? I’m not even supposed to be out at this time and  you guys are 

supposed to be home by ten o’clock.”  
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Jackie looked at Cody. “Keegan’s right. If we don’t have Keegan home, we’ll be in 

trouble and if we aren’t home by ten then we’ll be in big trouble. ” 

Jackie looked at her watch. “Its ten to eight so we have two hours.”  

She looked at the others questionably.  

Mr. Shama nodded again. “Here’s what we’ll do. I’ll phone your parents and tell 

them you are over at my place and I’ll see to it that you all get home safely and on time. 

Deal?”  

“Well, that’s fine with me,” Lisa said. “How you about you guys?”  

With the exception of Parker, the others nodded. Mr. Shama picked up the phone 

with a questioning look on his face. Parker looked a little worried but then he nodded. 

Mr. Shama spent a few minutes on the phone, nodded a couple of times and then hung 

up. Mr. Shama shepherded the kids before him.  

“Okay, that’s settled kids. Let’s go. My van is down at the back door.”  

The children trooped downstairs and out the backdoor of the store. Mr. Shama 

locked the door behind them. Parked at the back of the store was the battered old panel 

van with the words “Shama General Store” stenciled on the outside. Mr. Shama opened 

the back door and the kids piled in. Parker ducked under his arm and scrambled into the 

passenger seat before Cody. “Shotgun!” called Parker triumphantly.  

“You bum,” snorted Cody settling down in a back seat.  

Mr. Shama started the van.  

“Seatbelts on everyone,” he said as he backed up, spun the wheel and then headed 

out onto the road.  

The van drove down the main street with a couple of backfires and then turned off 

the main street and onto the main highway leading out of town and towards Reywal’s 

place. The full moon shone overhead as the van’s the taillights disappeared around a 

bend. A pair of headlights came the other way and Mr. Shama nodded to himself as he 

noticed the outline of the Evilmobile pass by on the way towards Ocean Park. There 

was silence in the van as they got closer to Reywal’s big black spooky residence. 

Keegan tapped Mr. Shama on the shoulder.  

“Mr. Shama, what are we going to do when we get here? Are we going to confront 

Mr. Reywal?” 
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Mr. Shama glanced at Keegan in his rear view mirror. “Keegan, I have a few tricks 

up my sleeve. The main thing we have to do is locate the Minosaurs and keep them out 

of the hands of Moa Constructor.”  

Keegan grimaced, as he looked at the others “Oh.” 

 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY EIGHT  
 

 

On the road leading to Big Bill’s Pizzeria, Reywal’s car drove slowly along. On the 

dashboard was a digital receiver.  It began to emit a quiet “beep beep beep” followed by 

another “beep, beep, beep.” The car came to a halt. Reywal leapt out of the car and ran 

to the trunk and flung the trunk lid open. He pulled out  the large video camera shaped 

object with the parabolic antenna on top, lifted it to his shoulder, made a couple of 

adjustments on two dials and slowly swung it back and forth. As he brought it into a 

certain position, the beeping grew louder. Reywal lowered the machine. Fumbling 

around in his coat pockets he located a pair of night vision glasses. He held the glasses 

to his eyes and focused on the unlit sign of Bill’s Pizzeria.  He nodded his head and 

smiled with satisfaction then got in his car and drove off down the hill, parking at the far 

end of the pizzeria parking lot. Reywal opened the trunk and unloaded some equipment 

along with a large roll of extension cord that he carried with great difficulty, huffing and 

puffing and muttering under his breath.   

“Criminy buckets. I wish I had bought that little metal smarty pants robot with me. 

The greatest criminal mind in the whole world should not be doing this kind of work. 

Ooooooooof! Huh! Not at my age.”    

Reywal set up the equipment on the tripod and pointed it in the direction of the 

restaurant. He alternatively worked and rubbed his hands, an evil smirk on his face.  

“Now my little creatures,” he said under his breath. “In a few minutes you will all be 

mine and then I can rule the world. Heh heh heh.”  
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He took the plug end of the extension cord from its holder and tip toed over to the 

edge of the building where he plugged it into an open wall socket. He then tip-toed back 

to the machine and flipped a switch. An ominous hum  came from the machine. Reywal 

stood behind it and pointed it in the direction of the pizzeria.  

*** 

At a table inside the pizzeria, the Minosaurs sat around with a look of bliss on their 

faces and looking very drowsy after overdosing on pizza.  In the kitchen were pots and 

pans, dirty dishes food slops and bits of food and stuff all over the counters. Each 

Minosaur has obviously pigged out on pizza. Texewold the Minosaur, emitted a loud 

“burp.” Greanwold and Leesawold sat on the edge of the table the Minosaurs sat 

around. They held hands and looked at each other.  “Leesawold. I missed you very 

much for these past 500 thousand years. You have not changed a bit.”  

“I missed you too Greanwold,” said Leesawold as she leaned against Greanwold’s 

shoulder. “I was so worried when you got left behind with that human person. What is it 

that happened back then?”  

“I rescued this human named Keegan. He is funny. He can’t fly or be colored. Little 

boring actually but he is okay.”  

Suddenly Greanwold froze, his head cocked to one side. He glanced at the other 

five Minosaurs sound asleep around the table. Shaking his head sorrowfully, he 

grabbed Leesawold’s hand and jumped off the counter to the floor.  

“Quickly Leesawold! Danger.”  

As fast as the eye could see, Greanwold and Leesawold flew to the big walk-in 

freezer at the back of the kitchen. As the door slammed, there was the loud swelling of 

a melodic musical sound and the five Minosaurs asleep at the table transformed into 

Krystils quickly in the blink of an eye. A few minutes later, the handle of the back door 

slowly turned and as the door opened Reywal’s head peeked around the opening. 

Glancing carefully left and right, he pushed open the door and then quickly strode over 

to the table and peered at the five Krystils. The look of triumph that flickered briefly on 

his face turned to a frown as he carefully counted the Krystils. 

 “Hhhhmmmmm.  Let me see here. One – two – three – four – five. Hhhhmmm. 

Criminy blast. There should be seven.”  
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Reywal looked around the room and then under the table. He crawled under the 

table and as he stood up, he banged his head on the edge.  

“Dangatity blast!” Reywal exclaimed as he rubbed his head. “Oohhhh, my head.” 

He looked at the Krystils on the table and counted again, loudly. “ONE – TWO – 

THREE – FOUR – FIVE! WHERE DID THE OTHER ONE’S GO!”  

Reywal removed his hat and rubbed the bump on his head. He looked around the 

room with a puzzled look on his face, then walked over to the cupboards on the wall and 

flung them open. He looked in the oven. He stood in the middle of the room and gazed 

around, thinking, and then noticed the walk-in freezer. He walked over and flung open 

the door. Light from the kitchen flooded the freezer. He looked slowly around inside the 

freezer room, a puzzled look on his face. Inside the freezer were bags of crushed ice, 

piled against the wall as well as various bags of pasta, packets of seafood and other 

frozen goods. Reywal failed to notice a bag of ice slowly open one bright blue eye that 

quickly closed again. Had Reywal glanced up he would have seen Leesawold shivering 

in the cold, hanging onto an overhead pipe. Her eyes were closed and it was obvious 

her hands were slipping. Then, unable to hold on any longer, she closed her eyes and 

dropped, landing on  Reywal’s head. Reywal flew across the freezer, his hat flying off. 

Leesawold was now lying dazed from the cold on the floor. Greanwold exploded from 

the bag of ice. He zoomed over and grabbed Leesawold by the arm. As he attempted to 

rise, Reywal rolled over and grabbed Leesawold by the foot. Greanwold’s wings 

became a blur as he strained against the hold Reywal had on Leesawold. Greanwold 

turned his head and glared at Reywal with his teeth gritted. “LET – HER - GO!”   

Reywal’s teeth gritted.  “NO -  I - WONT – YOU  - LITTLE – GREEN – BUNDLE  - 

OF – BONES!”  

Unexpectedly, Greanwold’s outline began to sparkle and he morphed into a large 

eagle. Reywal caught by surprise, released Leesawold’s foot. He flew backwards 

banging his head on a shelf. Some pots and utensils toppled off the shelf, landing on 

Reywal’s unprotected head. 

“Ouch, ouch, ouch! Criminy blast!” 

Greanwold flew out of the freezer with  Leesawold in his grasp and immediately 

morphed back into his shape and made for the window. He opened the window and flew 
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through with Leesawold dangling from his grasp. Reywal had quickly recovered and 

rushed over to the window in an attempt to grab them both. The window abruptly 

slammed down on his head as Greanwold and Leesawold flew off into the darkness. 

Hovering in the night sky,  Greanwold and Leesawold held hands. Greanwold looked at 

Reywal’s car down below. He nudged Leesawold and pointed down to the car.   

“That is the bad guy’s car Leesawold. Do you wanta know what is in the back of his 

car?”  

“Bad guy car?  What is a car?”  

“The human things are not very smart. They cannot fly so they have things that 

move them around. That  thing is called a car. That Reywal man has that bad machine 

in the back of his car. The machine turns our friends to Krystils.”  

Leesawold grabbed Greanwold’s sleeve. “What about Texewold, P-eyewold, 

Ozwold and Qoorkeelawold? They with the bad guy!” 

Greanwold gave a grim smile. “Not to worry. They are okay for time being. Now, I 

have an idea!”  

Greanwold leaned over and whispered in Leesawold’s ear. A smile appeared on her 

face. Both Minosaurs peeled off and flew down to Reywal’s car. They alighted on the 

ground at the rear of the car. Reywal’s machine was still sitting on its tripod. Greanwold 

opened a lid on the side of the machine. Inside were two large batteries. On the inside 

of the lid revealed a sign that said     “DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES 

REVERSE BATTERIES.” Greanwold fumbled around in the strange machine and then 

closed the lid. He and Leesawold flew off into the night.  

*** 

Reywal picked himself up off the floor, rubbing his head. He muttered to himself and 

looked angrily out the window, into the sky and shook his fist. He picked up the bag he 

bought into the restaurant with him and placed the five Krystils into the bag. He left by 

the back door and walked over to the Evilmobile. Placing the bag in the trunk, he took 

down the machine on the tripod, stowed them in the trunk with the bag and then drove 

off in the direction of the cave and Moa Constructor. 

*** 
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In the meantime, Moa Constructor was angry. There was a rumbling and a snorting 

and a brighter glow from the caves interior. The voice of Moa Constructor was obviously 

very angry. “Where is that miserable Reywal. I knew I should have not have trusted him. 

I am just going to have to teach him a lesson he will never forget. If he is using the 

Detector then I will know in an instant from the vibration waves. And if he is trying to 

cheat me then ... I will hold my breath until I turn blue. And …I will stamp my feet and…I 

will yell!”  

There was a tremendous roar and the cave trembled and vibrated. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY NINE  

 

 

 

The outline of Reywal’s weird house rose up against the night sky. There was just 

one light on in the building. It was very dark and for an instant the moon slipped behind 

a cloud providing a very spooky scene. Mr. Shama switched off the engine of the van 

and they coasted down the slight slope towards the house and at the last minute, Mr. 

Shama switched off the van lights. He glided to a stop and parked outside Reywal’s 

castle main gate. Mr. Shama and the kids clambered out of the van and stood outside 

the castle gates. The kids stared at a big sign that said DANGER - ELECTRIC FENCE. 

MORE DANGER - NASTY GUARD DOGS SO WATCH OUT.  

Lisa looked at Mr. Shama. “What do we do now Mr. Shama?”  

Mr. Shama held his fingers to his lips and closed his eyes briefly. There was a light 

musical sound and with a click, the gates opened. As the gates swung open, six large 

guard dogs came rushing at them.  

Parker yelled out “Oh man, now were in trouble.”   

At the same time, there was the soft musical sound that accompanied the gate 

opening and the dogs stopped in mid run. They calmly stopped, turned around and 

trotted off back to their kennels. The kids looked up at Mr. Shama in awe.  

Keegan said. “Wow, how did you do that?”  
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Mr. Shama smiled and answered. “Just one on my many secrets Keegan.”  

Looking around he murmured half to himself. “Now where is that Datslob?”  

The kids looked at each other with puzzled looks. Mr. Shama brought out a small 

flashlight and led the way to small door on the side of the gothic house that stood tall 

and spooky on the old play-land grounds. He opened the door and gestured the children 

inside. 

“Okay kids, I want you to wait here for a minute. I am going to have a quick look 

around. If Reywal has the Minosaurs then they will be here in this building somewhere. 

Now Cody, take the flashlight. I’ve been in this building before and can find my way 

around. I’ll just be a couple of minutes so wait for me here.”  

Mr. Shama handed the flashlight to Cody and quietly slipped through the other door. 

There was a faint click as it closed. The connecting hallway was dimly lit with moonlight 

coming through a couple of windows high in the wall showing the faint outline of Mr. 

Shama as he made his way along and then up a flight of stairs. Light was emerging 

from under a door at the end of the landing. There was the faint sound of music. Mr. 

Shama walked soundlessly to the door and grasped the handle and entered the room 

apparently unseen by Datslob who was watching a big screen TV.  

“Hello Datslob.”  

There was no response.  

“Hello Datslob,” said Mr. Shama a bit louder.  

“Oh hi Mr. Shama dude,” said Datslob without turning his head. “I wondered when 

you would get here.”   

Mr. Shama walked over to the couch and put his hand on Datslob’s shoulder. 

“You’re a good robot Datslob. Very, very good. Except you were supposed to be at the 

gate with the dogs. The children got quite a fright I must say.”  

Datslob looked up at Mr. Shama. “Sorry Mr. Shama. But, you know how to handle 

dogs. I guess those kid dudes are here?”  

“Yes, they’re in the front room. The doors are locked and here is what I want you to 

do.”  

Mr. Shama leaned over and whispered in Datslob’s ear. Datslob nodded and 

smiled. Datslob got out of his chair and walked over to a cabinet set against the wall. He 
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brought out a carry bag that he handed to Mr. Shama. Mr. Shama opened the bag and 

from it he took a cloak and a tall pointed hat, both covered in strange symbols. He 

placed the cloak around his shoulders and placed the hat on his head. He removed a 

saucer from the bag and a small container, the contents of which he sprinkled onto the 

saucer. He then took a lighter from his pocket. After a couple of flicks, the lighter flame 

appeared and he touched it to the contents of the saucer. There was a slight explosion 

and a puff of pink smoke. The smoke enveloped Mr. Shama and when it cleared, he 

had vanished. 

*** 

Half way along Keegan’s cave, a slight glow appeared out of the air that gradually 

grew into the shimmering outline of a person who materialized into the figure of Mr. 

Shama. From within the cloak, he brought out a small case. He opened the case and 

took out what appeared to be a pair of unusual looking binoculars. Mr. Shama placed 

the glasses to his eyes and scanned the cave ahead. The cave walls shimmered and 

then seemed to turn transparent. A glow appeared in the middle of the scene and 

suddenly there was a vague outline of a large, scaly claw. The glasses focused onto the 

claw and gradually lowered to the Great Harmonic. The large clawed outline rested on 

the disk. The glasses then zoomed in on the rock to reveal six Krystils resting in six of 

the twelve recesses. Mr. Shama let out a breath and muttered quietly to himself.  “The 

Great Harmonic! Finally.” 

 

 

CHAPTER FORTY 

 

 

 

In the room where Mr. Shama had left the children, Lisa looked at her watch. They 

are all looked around.  

“So what happened to him? Where is he?” asked Lisa. 

Cody shrugged his shoulders. “He’ll be back. He’s Mr. Shama right?”  
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Parker gazed around the room. “I don’t want to stay around here. Why don’t we go 

look for him? This is dumb.”  

Parker walked over to the door where Mr. Shama had exited. He tried the door 

handle and discovered it was locked.  

“Hey, what’s this? This door is a severely locked door.”  

“What do ya mean it’s locked?” Cody asked.  

Keegan tried the door handle. “Hey, Parker’s right. What about the door we came 

in?”  

Jackie answered in a quiet voice. “I tried that. It’s locked too!”  

The children all looked at each other. Suddenly, there was the sound of keys in one 

of the doors. The lock clicked and the door slowly opened to reveal Datslob standing 

there with a grin on his robot face. He looked at the kids. The kids looked at him.  

“Hi,” said Datslob. 

Keegan was the first to speak.  “What do you mean “HI”? Where’s Mr. Shama?” 

Datslob leaned against the door. “Mr. Shama has given me the job of making sure 

you dudes get home okay.”  

Jackie placed her hands on her hips. “What do you mean “get us home”? What’s 

going on here?” Datslob repeated. “Mr. Shama has asked me to get you guys’ home 

safe and sound.”  

Parker looked bewildered. “But you … you’re Reywal’s guy, aren’t you?”  

Datslob grinned his robot grin. ”Yes, well. Kind of. Just between you and me, 

Reywal dude thinks I’m kind of dumb. He built me to help him do bad things but Mr. 

Shama was able to show me what can be done for good. He also showed me how to 

get Reywal to sign the Robot Bill Of Rights so he can’t take me apart though he is 

always saying he will. So he’s kind of stuck with me.” 

Datslob gestured with hands apart. “So you see, I’m kind of a bad guy’s, good guy 

helper. Now Mr. Shama wants me to get you guys home as your parents are probably 

worrying about you. So, he gave me the keys to his van and asked me to drive you.”   

Cody frowned. “Hold on. Mr. Shama called our parents and said we were with him. 

Didn’t he?” “Not exactly. You see, he needed to get you guys out of the way for his 

battle with the Moa Constructor to recover the Great Harmonic. See, with the Great 
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Harmonic and Greanwold and the other Minosaurs, Moa Constructor has the power to 

get out of his time warp and take over earth. There may be a nasty things happening 

and he wanted you guys out of the way. So, let’s go. Your parental units are probably 

worried by now.”  

Datslob walked across the room to the other door, opened it and stood aside as the 

kids filed out. He locked the door and led the kids over to the van. He opened the van 

doors and the kids climbed in except for Parker who stood at the van door.  

Lisa gestured to Parker. “Well, come on Parker. Get in.”  

Parker held a finger up to his lips and winked. The other kids looked at him and 

frowned. He winked again and turned to Datslob.  

“I left my back pack in the room Datslob. Can you unlock the door for me so I can 

get it?” Datslob obligingly stepped out of the van and walked over to the door and 

unlocked it for Parker. Parker suddenly grabbed the keys from Datslob’s hand, pushed 

him through the door, slammed it shut and quickly locked it. He ran to the van, jumping 

into the driver’s seat. He inserted the key in the ignition, started the van, put it into gear 

and the van sped up the driveway erratically with doors flying back and forth until with a 

slam they closed. The van disappeared up the road. Datslob banged on the door at 

Reywal’s castle with both fists. After a minute he stopped, pulled his Music-Pak from his 

utility chest, placed the headphones over his ears, shrugged his shoulders and boogied 

to the music. He had a very short attention span. 

*** 

Meanwhile, Mr. Shama’s van was swaying to and fro and the kids had big grins on 

their faces. Keegan was the first to speak.  

“Parker. That was so cool. How did you learn to drive?”  

Parker had an intense look on his face as he struggled with the wheel. “Real easy 

man. I didn’t spend all that time at the video arcade for nothing.”  

All the kids laughed uproariously.  

“Actually,” Parker continued. “My uncle always lets me drive his truck on the farm so 

this is a piece of cake.”  

“Well, what are we gonna do now?” Keegan asked. “Are we going to help Mr. 

Shama find Greanwold?”  
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Parker glanced at Keegan. “That’s my plan dudes. Does everyone agree?”  

All the kids give another cheer.  

Cody punched Parker on the arm and grinned. “Way to go man.” 

 

 

 CHAPTER FORTY ONE  

 

 

 

Reywal’s car entered the parking lot at Ocean park beach and stopped in a far 

corner of the car park. Reywal got out of the car and walked around to the back. He 

opened the trunk and took out the bag containing the five Krystils. He then removed the 

machine. With some grunting and effort he slung it over his shoulder, picked up the box 

and with a large flashlight, set off in the direction of the cliffs and the cave. Up in the sky 

was the faint outline of Greanwold and Leesawold.  

*** 

Officer Mackintosh’s police car was parked at the top of Old Tom’s hill. He enjoyed 

the warm summer evenings immensely and was taking a few extra minutes before he 

went off duty and went home. As he turned to get into his patrol car, he noticed Mr. 

Shama’s van driving erratically on the Ocean Park highway far below. Officer 

Mackintosh turned and got into his car.  

“Now what the jeepers is Mr. Shama doing out here at this time of night driving like 

that?” he muttered to himself as he put the police car in gear. At that moment, his radio 

crackled into life. 

*** 

 Mr. Shama’s van wheeled into the parking lot and came to an abrupt stop. The 

doors opened and the five kids and Atlas the dog spilled out. Jackie placed a leash on 

Atlas and he strained against her hold.  

Keegan whispered looking around nervously. “Okay, what do we do now?”  
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“That’s a good question Keegan,” replied Cody in a whisper. “This is your turf man. 

You tell us.”  

“Why are we whispering?” Jackie asked in a whisper.  

“WHY ARE YOU WHISPERING?” said Lisa in a loud voice.  

Keegan shushed them. “Ssssshhhh. We’re whispering because this place is spooky 

since I found Greanwold. I think Mr. Shama wants to find this Great Harmonic. When I 

was in the cave, there was this...”  

Suddenly, the ground shook. The kids jumped in alarm. Atlas whined and pulled on 

his leash. Parker looked around and then squinted against the dark. “Oh boy. What’s 

happening here?” Lisa pointed at the sky. “Look!”  

The full moon, surrounded by a multi-colored halo, had a cloud sliding across its 

face. Lisa took her ever-present laptop from its bag and was tapping on the keys with a 

frown on her face. Jackie looked over at Lisa. “What’s wrong Lisa?”  

Lisa tapped on a few more keys, squinted at the screen and then looked up.  

“Do you guys know that today is a full moon, a full tide, the sun and moon are 

aligned and this is a leap year? I tie that into my almanac and I get bad news. There 

may be a shift in the earth’s magnetic field. But even without that he won’t need thirteen 

Krystils to escape. He’ll only need ten. We must warn Mr. Shama. He must be here and 

won’t know this!” 

The children ran for the cave with Atlas running ahead, pulling ahead on his leash. 

 

CHAPTER FORTY TWO 

 

 

 

Reywal made his way along the cave. Without Datslob, he had to carry a 

flashlight and he tripped and stumbled and cursed his way along. “Dangaty blast. There 

never is a robot around when you need one.” 

*** 
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Behind Reywal, Greanwold and Leesawold hovered in the cave. They had entered 

unseen by Reywal and were ahead of the kids. They stopped and listened with heads 

cocked to one side. Greanwold nudged Leesawold. “Leesawold, there is someone 

behind us. That bad man Reywal is in front and someone is behind. What to do. What to 

do.”   

Greanwold thought for a minute. “Leesawold, I know. I will change to a big rock and 

you hide behind me. Okay?”  

Leesawold gave a reluctant nod and Greanwold shimmered and morphed into a 

large rock. Leesawold crouched down behind the rock making herself as small as 

possible. 

*** 

Meanwhile, the kids were picking their way through the rocks and debris with the aid 

of a small flashlight. As they drew level with the Greanwold /rock, Atlas froze. Then, his 

tail started wagging and he ran to the rock and began licking it. Jackie, holding on to 

Atlas’s leash tried to pull him away. Atlas refused to be pulled away and suddenly there 

was the sound of giggling. The children froze, and then looked around. Atlas kept licking 

the rock. There was more giggling and it seemed to be coming from the large rock that 

Atlas was licking. The children looked around in confusion. Suddenly the rock began to 

shimmer and morphed into Greanwold who revealed Leesawold crouched behind. 

Keegan whooped and ran over and hugged Greanwold. “Greanwold, Greanwold, what 

are you doing here? And who is this? Is this Leesawold?” Greanwold grinned a big grin. 

He introduced Leesawold to the kids who crowded around hugging and grinning. Atlas 

jumped up and down until Greanwold looked his way and mouthed something to him.  

Suddenly the cave rumbled and there was a loud roaring. The kids, Greanwold and 

Leesawold all looked at each other. Atlas growled. There was another rumble and this 

time accompanied by two loud voices in conflict. The ground shook again.  

Jackie looked at Greanwold.  “Lisa says that because of the time of year, Moa 

Constructor only needs ten Krystils to escape the time portal. What can we do?”  

 “Reywal has got Texewold, Qoorkeelawold, P-eyewold, Lyewold and Ozwold and 

they are now Krystils,” Greanwold replied. “His five plus the six in the Great 
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Harmonic……. Oh no. He only needs ten and he has eleven. We must go. Leesawold, 

stay with our friends.”  

Greanwold immediately flew off down the cave. Leesawold however flew after him 

before anyone could stop her. Atlas pulled his leash from Jackie’s hand and charged 

down the cave. Jackie let out an “oh no” and the children surged down the cave after 

Atlas. 

 

 CHAPTER FORTY THREE 
 

 

 

At the end of the cave, the ground shook.  Mr. Shama had a strange glow 

enveloping him. Fire and smoke erupted from the fissure in the cave wall. Moa 

Constructor’s lone ghastly claw was protruding. Reywal was standing, gaping at Mr. 

Shama. He was holding the bag containing  the five Krystils. He was looking from Mr. 

Shama to Moa Constructor. Mr. Shama gestured at Reywal and spoke in a trembling 

voice.  

“Reywal, don’t give the Krystils to the Moa Constructor. He is evil. He will control 

you and all of earth if you allow him to escape from the warp.”  

“Reywal,” said Moa Constructor in an oily voice. “Do not listen to the rambling of an 

old man whose power is gone. Join with me my friend Reywal and we will share the 

power.”  

“Do not listen to him,” warned Mr. Shama. “He is a liar. He has no intention of 

sharing with you Reywal. He will destroy us all. You, me, the children, everything.”  

Suddenly, Moa Constructor took a different approach and spoke out in a very polite 

voice.  “Oh I say old chap. That’s not fair. I’m not calling you names.” He paused. “Now 

Reywal, my good friend and colleague, hand them over and don’t listen. Have I ever lied 

to you before?”  
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Reywal stood uncertainly holding the bag with the Krystils.  “How much money will I 

have Mr. Moa Constructor? I am inclined towards your offer however, I would like to see 

a signed agreement.” 

 “Of course my dear chap.” Moa Constructor replied in the same oily voice. “Do you 

have a pen and paper?” 

Reywal reached inside his coat and brought out a sheet of paper and a pen. “As a 

matter of fact Mr. Moa Constructor, I came prepared so if you would like to sign here, 

here and here I would be delighted to be in business with you.”  

Reywal moved towards Moa Constructors claw with the pen and paper.  

“I would be happy to sign and don’t forget, I still need the Krystils you have in your 

possession to gain my freedom so I have to be honest, don’t I?”  

As Reywal moved towards the large claw, Greanwold flew into the scene followed 

closely by Leesawold. Seconds later, Atlas and the five children rushed into the cavern.   

Mr. Shama called out urgently. “Greanwold, children. The Moa Constructor has 

neutralized my powers. I cannot move. You have to stop Reywal handing over the five 

Krystils. Lisa is right. I know that in ONE minute, all things will come together and Moa 

Constructor will only need ten Krystils to escape the portal. He has the Great Harmonic 

in his control. You must stop him”  

There was a brief flash and the same glow surrounding Mr. Shama surrounded the 

children. They could not move. Then quick as an eye, the claw struck out at Reywal and 

knocked him to the ground. The five Krystils hit the ground and rolled towards Moa 

Constructor’s claw. The claw was scooping up the five Krystils when Greanwold and 

Leesawold, who were unaffected by the neutralizing power of Moa Constructor, zoomed 

down and swooped them up. A terrible crescendo of sound built. The sound grew louder 

and louder building towards an obvious peak. The claw swept across and knocked 

Greanwold and Leesawold head over heels, spilling the Krystils from their grasp. The 

claw then grabbed four of the five Krystils and began retreating along with a great 

cackling triumphant laugh. The eyes of the children were wide with fright. The 

crescendo built. The claw had almost disappeared back into the fissure in the wall when 

Atlas leapt out of nowhere and sank his jaw into the claw. There was a scream; the claw 

retracted dropping the Krystils and pulling Atlas through into the fissure until only his 
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rear legs and tail protruded. Leesawold swooped down and immediately swept the 

Krystils away from Moa Constructor’s reach. Atlas had almost has disappeared with 

only his rear legs and tail protruding from the crack in the cave wall. 

Keegan, struggling against his bonds yelled frantically. “Greanwold! Greanwold! 

Help Atlas. Quickly.”  

Greanwold struggled up from the ground looking groggy. He heard Keegan’s shout 

and picked himself up, dusted himself off and with a shrug of his shoulders he zoomed 

over and reached through the fissure and grabbed Atlas’s back legs. With his face 

straining with the effort he pulled but slowly was losing his grip. Atlas was slowly, slowly 

slipping away. The terrible musical sound still built. Suddenly Greanwold shimmered 

and morphed into a knight with brilliant white shining armor and a long lance. The knight 

thrust the lance into the crevasse. There was a scream and the knight grabbed Atlas’s 

rear legs and pulled him free. The crescendo stopped. There was dead silence; a frozen 

moment in time. Then, there was a huge clap of thunder and the knight flew backwards 

with Atlas in his grip. Amazingly, Atlas had the Great Harmonic in his mouth. There was 

another huge clap of thunder and Mr. Shama and the five children were suddenly free. 

A deep vibration occurred and rocks begin to fall from the cave roof. Mr. Shama in 

alarm as the knight shimmered and became Greanwold, minus his tail. 

Mr. Shama called out urgently. “Children, Greanwold, Leesawold. Get out of here. 

Quickly. I can keep this from falling apart but only for a few minutes.”  

Reywal, who had been mesmerized by the action suddenly shouted. “No one’s 

going anywhere. Stop all of you. I want the Great Harmonic and the Krystils.”   

In Reywal’s hands was the Transmodulater. His middle finger was on the switch. 

Mr. Shama and the children all looked aghast. However, Greanwold and Leesawold 

were smiling.  

Reywal sneered. “One little flip of the switch and those two…” he gestured to 

Greanwold and Leesawold. “...become Krystils so hand over the Great Harmonic now 

my hearties or by rickety buckets I’ll...”  

Greanwold flew over until he was hovering directly in front of Reywal. “You’ll do 

what you stupid man? What?”  
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Reywal was momentarily taken aback and then he took a step back and with a look 

of contempt on his face sneered at Greanwold. “This my little green bat.” 

Reywal’s finger pressed on the switch. There was a sound not unlike a recording 

being played backwards. The five Krystils immediately burst into Texewold, 

Qoorkeelawold, P-eyewold,  Lyewold and Ozwold. At the same time, the six Krystils in 

the Great Harmonic burst into Minosaurs and suddenly the cave was crowded with 

Minosaurs of all different colors. Reywal looked down at his machine, dumbfounded. 

There was a huge shake and more rocks fell from the cave roof.  

Mr. Shama shouted. “Get out now. I can only hold it for another minute or so.”  

Keegan wailed. “What about you?”  

Mr. Shama yelled urgently again. “GO! GO! NOW!”  

All the Minosaurs milled around. Then they grabbed the kids and Atlas, picked them 

up and flew with them towards the cave exit. Reywal stood looking at his machine with 

disgust until he was dragged off his feet by two Minosaurs who also headed for the exit 

as rocks and debris fell from the cave roof. 

 

CHAPTER FORTY FOUR  
 

 

 

 

All the Minosaurs flew out of the cave mouth into the moonlight carrying the 

children, Atlas and Reywal. As they cleared the exit, there was a roar and a huge cloud 

of dust and debris flew from the cave mouth. The Minosaurs flew to the top of the cliff 

with their charges and dropped them gently on the grassy patch by the car park. The 

two Minosaurs with Reywal suspended, circled around. They then flew to the far end of 

the parking lot and deposited Reywal face first into a big puddle of muddy water. He 

gasped and spat mud and dirty water, then climbed to his feet and shook his fist at the 

sky. The children and Atlas stood while the Minosaurs circled overhead framed by the 

full moon.  

*** 
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At that moment, a car door slammed and there was a shout. Officer Mackintosh ran 

out of the darkness, his big police flashlight reflecting off the kids’ faces.  

“Hey kids. Is that you? Are you all okay?”  

He was slightly out of breath. The children looked at each other and glanced up into 

the sky. The Minosaurs that were circling overhead had vanished. Officer Mackintosh 

said sternly.  

“Now where the heck have you guys been? I got a call on my radio that your 

parents are worried sick as none of you had come home and I said I’d look out for you 

all. What are you doing out here at this time of night?”  

Keegan looked at Officer Mackintosh wondering what to say when Atlas whined at 

his side. He held a green backpack in his mouth. The backpack had two blue eyes on 

the main flap.  

Keegan leaned down and patted Atlas. “Good boy Atlas. You found my lost 

backpack. You’re the best dog.”   

Looking up at the policeman, Keegan said. “I think it looks like Atlas found what we 

were looking for Officer Mackintosh.”   

The children gathered round Atlas and each hugged him. Officer Mackintosh 

grinned and shepherded the kids along towards his car. “What a strange night tonight. 

Full moon, high tide, thunder and I have never seen so many bats around.”  

As the children entered the police car, they looked at each other with concern. 

Keegan leaned towards the others and whispered. “What about Mr. Shama?” 

The other kids glanced at the police officer who was busy closing the car doors. The 

others held a finger to their lips, but all look teary eyed. As the police car pulled out of 

the parking area, it slowed down momentarily. Officer Mackintosh lowered the driver’s 

door window looking puzzled.  “Very strange! I saw Mr. Shama’s van being driven here 

tonight. Very erratically I must say. It was parked over there and now it’s gone. I’ll have 

to check with him tomorrow on that.”  

Parker looked at the other kids. Their looks of concern gave way to happy smiles.  

“You know, the only thing I didn’t get,” whispered Cody with a frown. “What was 

Greanwold as the guy in the white metal suit? What was that about?”  
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Lisa giggled. “Cody, you’re such a dork. The knight in white armor ...” she paused.  

“...always slays the dragon.”  

Jackie grinned at Lisa. “And, don’t forget, always rescues the damsels in distress as 

well.”  

The girls laughed uproariously as Officer Mackintosh frowned in the rear view mirror 

and the boys shook their heads. Atlas gave a whine as he looked out the window into 

the night sky. A small form in the shape of Greanwold, minus his tail, sat unseen by the 

police car’s occupants on the back bumper of the old-fashioned police car. Up in the 

night sky, twelve small flying objects crossed the face of the full moon.   

 

 

TO BE CONTINUED 

 

 

 


